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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION

EVALUATING A BYSTANDER INTERVENTION PROGRAM ON
REPRODUCTIVE COERCION: USING QUASI-EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
STRATEGIES TO ADDRESS METHODOLOGIC ISSUES IN RANDOMIZED
COMMUNITY PREVENTION TRIALS
Community (or cluster) randomized trials are trials in which communities
or groups of individuals (clusters) are randomized to receive the intervention of
interest. Community randomized trials frequently more closely resemble a natural
experiment than a randomized controlled trial (RCT) following intervention
allocation. In particular, the effects of non-compliance can pose methodologic
challenges in estimating the intervention effect which may require a quasiexperimental approach in order to minimize bias.
The motivating example to illustrate these issues is the Green Dot High
School (GDHS) study. The GDHS study was a longitudinal, cluster-randomized
controlled trial designed to assess the effectiveness of a bystander prevention
program, the Green Dot (GrDt) (www.livethegreendot.com), on reducing sexual
violence (SV) among high school students. One SV outcome examined by the
GDHS study was Reproductive Coercion (RC), a form of SV in which control or
manipulation of contraception or pregnancy outcomes is the tool utilized to
perpetrate violence. RC often co-occurs with other forms of intimate partner
violence (IPV), but has not been as widely studied as other forms of IPV. In
particular, although there is evidence that RC occurs among adolescents, very
little research has been conducted into either the prevalence or prevention of RC
among adolescents and there are no published studies on a community-based
prevention strategy for RC.
The purpose of this dissertation has been to examine and propose
solutions to the analytical challenges in assessing the effectiveness of the GrDt
program. Specifically, this dissertation seeks to (1) identify and contrast
methodological strategies for evaluating prevention programs aimed at
community-level change, (2) to describe the burden of RC among Kentucky high
school students, and (3) to assess the impact of the GrDt program on RC.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
BYSTANDER PROGRAMMING
Over the past two decades, sexual violence (SV) has become established
as a public health problem.1–4 Early attempts to prevent or decrease SV were
focused on avoidance and self-defense strategies at the individual level and on
awareness strategies at the population level. During the early 2000s, the Division
of Violence Prevention (DVP) at the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention
(CDC) began to work to address the problem of SV by providing funding for
research on primary prevention programs. During the same timeframe, evidence
began to emerge supporting more comprehensive population level strategies to
decrease SV.5 Bystander prevention programs for SV are currently the frontrunners for these more comprehensive population level strategies.6–8 One such
bystander prevention program is the Green Dot (GrDt) (www.livethegreendot.org).8
Bystander prevention programs are developed based on the idea that
cultural norms must be shifted via community buy-in in order to decrease and
prevent violence.8 They are intended to impact SV both by increasing bystander
intervention in risky situations and by changing the social norms of the population
they are implemented in.9–12 In addition to evaluating the impact of bystander
prevention programs on violence victimization and violence perpetration,
evaluation of bystander prevention programs has utilized surrogate outcomes for
culture change such as rape-myth acceptance, dating violence acceptance,
bystander knowledge and intentions, and bystander behaviors but has not
attempted to more directly measure whether a shift in cultural norms has
occurred as a result of the program. Further, prior studies reporting on the impact
of bystander prevention programs have generally focused on college
populations. Reports on the effectiveness of programs to decrease rape-myth
acceptance were inconsistent with some studies reporting a reduction in rapemyth acceptance5,8,13,14 and some reporting no change in rape-myth
acceptance15–17. Coker et al. 20118 was the only study which examined the
impact of a bystander prevention program (GrDt) on dating violence acceptance.
They found a decrease in dating violence acceptance among those who reported
receiving any GrDt training as compared to those who did not report any
training.8 Among studies which examined the outcomes of violence victimization
and violence perpetration, all report decreases in perpetration12,18,19 and
victimization12,19 among students exposed to the program as opposed to those
who were not. Banyard et al. 20075 demonstrated that increased dosage of
training was associated with “greater increases in knowledge and positive
bystander attitudes, and lower rape myth acceptance”.
Evidence indicates that the GrDt and other bystander prevention programs
are successful at reducing the rates of SV among college populations.5,19–21
However, experiences of SV are not limited to college populations and are known
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to begin occurring as early as middle or high school.19,22,23 There is, therefore, a
need for the evaluation of bystander prevention programs such as the GrDt
among younger populations.19

GREEN DOT HIGH SCHOOL STUDY
The Study
Following the publicity of several high-profile SV cases, conversations
about changing cultural norms surrounding SV are no longer occurring among
just SV researchers but also among the general public.24 The Green Dot High
School (GDHS) study was a longitudinal cluster-randomized controlled
community prevention trial19 designed to evaluate the effectiveness of the GrDt
program at reducing SV among Kentucky high school students.4 The GrDt
program uses bystander and social diffusion theory to educate students and
engage them as bystanders to reduce sexual and related forms of violence
(www.livethegreendot.org).11,12 It was originally developed for college students and
was adapted by the developer for high-school students for the Green Dot High
School (GDHS) trial.10
The study was intended to investigate four aims:
1. To determine whether relative to students in high schools
without Green Dot training, students in high schools with the
Green Dot intervention reported lower sexual violence and teen
dating violence perpetration rates;
2. To determine how the Green Dot intervention was diffused
through peer social networks;
3. To determine how students, teachers, administrators, and
Center Educators experienced the Green Dot intervention; and
4. To estimate the cost-effectiveness of the Green Dot bystander
intervention program relative to no intervention from a societal
perspective.
(Cook-Craig et al. 2014, page 1187)10
Research Design and Intervention Implementation
There are 13 Rape Crisis Centers in the state of Kentucky. Two schools
per Rape Crisis Center region were selected for randomization (N=26) to either
receive the GrDt program or not (described in detail by Coker et al. 2016).19
The GrDt program is comprised of two phases: (a) a speech delivered to
all students and (b) intensive bystander training delivered to a small group of
students selected using a Popular Opinion Leader (POL) strategy25.26
Intervention schools were to receive the GrDt program as described above.
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Control schools were to continue any existing sexual violence awareness
programming but were not to implement the GrDt or any other sexual violence
prevention programming. Control schools were invited to implement the GrDt
program following completion of the GDHS study.19
The study took place from Spring 2010 through Spring 2014.19 Rape Crisis
Center Educators were trained and certified to deliver the GrDt program.10
Among intervention schools, GrDt speeches were delivered during fall semesters
beginning in Fall 2010 while intensive bystander training (POL training) took
place in both fall and spring semesters beginning Spring 2011.10,19 The majority
(>50%) of students were to hear the GrDt speech and 12-15% of students were
to receive POL training at intervention schools.19
Each spring during the duration of the study, study personnel administered
a survey to both intervention and control schools to evaluate the impact of the
GrDt program. Survey administration utilized the model used for conducting the
Youth Risk Behavior Survey27.28 Passive parental consent was utilized following
a protocol approved by the University of Kentucky (Lexington, KY) Intuitional
Review Board (#13-0680-F1V). Students were also given the opportunity to
decline to complete the anonymous survey. Details of survey administration are
published in detail elsewhere.10,28
Evaluation
Evaluation of the GDHS study was broad as to fully assess the GrDt
program’s impact on sexual violence among high school students. The study was
longitudinal at the school level and evaluation at the student level was conducted
via annual, anonymous pencil and paper surveys.19 The evaluation included
assessment of both victimization and perpetration along a continuum of
interpersonal violence (described in detail in Cook-Craig et al. 2014).10 In
addition, similar to earlier bystander prevention program studies, students’
observed and actual bystanding behaviors were assessed along with
assessment of social norms.10,19 Sociodemographic (gender, grade,
race/ethnicity, and receiving reduced-price school meals) and violence risk
(sexual attraction, current romantic/dating relationship status, seen or heard a
parent being physically abused by a partner, and binge drinking in the past
month) characteristics were assessed at every survey.13 All outcome measures
assessed in the baseline survey (Y0, Spring 2010) as well as their psychometric
properties may be found in Table A1.1 (recreated from Tables 2 and 3 of CookCraig et al. 201410). The data collection strategy for the GDHS is described in
detail elsewhere.19
Process evaluation was utilized to capture and allow the study personnel
to qualitatively and quantitatively assess the fidelity, successes, and challenges
with intervention implementation across the intervention schools. The elements
and the constructs they were designed to assess may be found in Table 1.1
(recreated from Table 4 of Cook-Craig et al. 201410).10 Feedback was provided to
the educators as needed to insure the fidelity to the GrDt program among
intervention schools.
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Table 1.1. Elements of the Green Dot High School study process evaluation.
Type of
Measures
Constructs
assessment
Adherence to eight elements of scientific
Fidelity to
Audio Recordings basis, gender neutrality, use of
curriculum
disclosure, presentation style
Training demographics,
Green Dot
Debriefing logs
questions addressed, problems
implementation
Focus
encountered, successes
Focus groups;
Green Dot activities in implementation
Green Dot
Coaching calls;
schools, implementation challenges and
activities
PIC meeting
solutions, adherence to implementation
minutes
activities
Community
Web-based asset Support, empowerment, boundaries and
assets
assessment
expectations, constructive use of time
Community
Meeting minutes; Membership/attendance, activities
prevention team web- based
planned and
activities
surveys
implemented, discussion topics
Note: PIC = Program Implementation Committee
REPRODUCTIVE COERCION
Several forms of SV were examined as outcomes for the GDHS study.
One of these was reproductive coercion (RC). RC is a form of SV, and more
specifically a form of intimate partner violence (IPV), which involves control over
contraception or pregnancy outcomes, typically in an intimate relationship.29,30
RC is associated with unintended pregnancy, adverse pregnancy outcomes, and
poor mental health.31–34 Although RC may be experienced at any age35,36, it has
been most studied among women of reproductive age (16-45 years). Few studies
examine the prevalence of RC among college students37 or adolescents (ages
11-21 years)29,38. Published prevalence rates vary widely due at least in part to
factors such as different survey instruments being used to assess RC, variability
in study samples (including both sample size and sample composition), and
inconsistent time frames used for the assessment of RC.
Intimate partner violence and other forms of interpersonal violence such
as sexual violence and stalking are associated with RC.29–31,34,36–44 In addition,
younger age31,44, financial hardship30, previous or current pregnancy29,31,36–39,
and non-white race30,37 have all been associated with an elevated risk of RC.
Finally, being in a current relationship and engaging in risky behaviors (binge
drinking, substance abuse, weight control behaviors, sexual risk taking, etc.) may
potentially have an association with RC.29,38,45,46
Only one published report of an intervention to reduce RC among women
of reproductive age exists to date40 and no interventions for the reduction of RC
have been tested among adolescents40. Based on this report and evidence from
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broader studies about IPV, the American College of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists (ACOG) recommends that providers regularly screen for IPV and
RC and when evidence of RC is found, providers should counsel patients on
‘invisible’ birth control methods and educate patients on available resources.47,48
Beyond provider-based screening and intervention, community-wide
interventions are needed. These should promote healthy relationships, provide
education about condom use and HIV prevention42, and challenge social norms
which place women and girls at increased risk for violence 49–52.

SUMMARY
The GrDt program was developed using concepts from social diffusion
and bystander theory55–60 as well as research about the perpetration
theory
of SV.61 The GDHS study was a 5-year cluster randomized controlled trial of 26
high schools intended to test whether the GrDt program reduces SV (measured
through multiple outcomes, including RC) among Kentucky high school
students.10,19 It was also intended to test whether diffusion of the GrDt message,
and the subsequent change of the high school’s social landscape, occurred.10
Population level interventions are needed to decrease RC and other forms
of SV. Because bystander prevention programs are intended to decrease rates of
SV by changing the culture of the community in which they have been
implemented, these programs present the potential for widespread positive
effects. The GDHS study presents an opportunity to investigate the effects of a
bystander prevention program on RC. In particular, the GrDt program may be
impactful on RC because the GrDt teaches students to identify and speak up in
situations or discussions in which others brag about forcing sex, controlling when
sex might occur, or controlling partner’s behaviors. In addition, GrDt teaches
students to 1) directly engage others in discussions to challenge the implicit
assumptions about the acceptability of controlling another or using force or
threats to force another, 2) distract another who may be intent on actions that
may control or other harm another, or 3) engage another by delegating actions to
reduce the risk of violence or control that may results in a change in norms
supporting rights to control another’s reproductive or contraceptive choices.
25,53,54

OBJECTIVES AND HYPOTHESIS
The objectives of this dissertation are first to describe the burden of RC
among Kentucky high school students (Chapter 3). Second, to identify and
contrast methodological strategies for evaluating prevention programs aimed at
community-level change (Chapter 4). It is hypothesized that for a communitybased prevention trial, like the GDHS study, a quasi-experimental analysis
strategy will provide the most unbiased estimates of the efficacy of the GrDt
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program. And third, to assess the effect of the school-level diffusion of GrDt
program, a bystander intervention program, on reproductive coercion in Grade 9
students (Chapter 5). It is hypothesized that the GrDt program decreases RC by
changing school-level culture.
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Chapter 2. Literature Review – Reproductive Coercion
SYNOPSIS
Reproductive Coercion (RC) is a form of intimate partner violence (IPV)
involving manipulation of contraception or pregnancy outcomes, typically in an
intimate relationship. RC is associated with unintended pregnancy, adverse
pregnancy outcomes, and poor mental health. RC has been most widely studied
among women of reproductive age (16-45 years). Although few studies have
examined the prevalence of RC among college students or adolescents (ages
11-21 years), evidence from the existing studies indicates that RC is experienced
adolescents. Prevalence rates of RC vary widely due to differences in measures
used and recall time frames used. Women of reproductive age report lifetime
prevalence of RC between 15% and 19% among the general population and
between 17% and 75% among women with a history of partner violence.
Prevalence of current or past 12 month prevalence of RC ranged from 26% in a
sample of adolescents with a history of partner abuse to over 50% in a sample of
teen parents. After reviewing the existing literature on the measurement and
prevalence of RC, the following recommendations will enable better estimation of
the burden of RC: first, assessment of the prevalence of RC should be conducted
over a consistent period of time; second, there is a need for additional study
among all populations – the general population of women of reproductive age,
the general population of adolescent females, and among women of reproductive
age and adolescents with a history of violence; thirdly, establishing a short
standardized, validated measure of RC is encouraged.
Keywords
Intimate partner violence, Adolescent, Teen, Pregnancy coercion, Birth control
sabotage, Green Dot

DEFINITIONS AND INTRODUCTION
Reproductive Coercion
Reproductive Coercion (RC) is a form of intimate partner violence (IPV)
which involves utilizing control over contraception or pregnancy to gain or
maintain power and control, typically in an intimate or dating relationship.35,36 It is
a type of violence which spans both pregnancy coercion and birth control
sabotage. Pregnancy coercion includes behaviors such as threatening physical
harm if the woman will not agree to get pregnant, threatening to leave unless the
woman agrees to get pregnant, etc. while birth control sabotage includes
behaviors such as destroying birth control pills, removing a patch or an
intrauterine device (IUD), etc.29,30 RC can exist in other forms beyond male
partner perpetration against a female partner, but this review focuses on a
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summary of the literature about the measurement and prevalence of male
partner perpetrated RC.
RC is a form of partner violence which can be experienced alone or in
conjunction with other forms of violence such as IPV29,34 or cyber dating abuse65
by women and adolescents of all ages. RC is associated with unintended
pregnancy, miscarriage, abortion, poor pregnancy outcomes, and sexually
transmitted infections (STIs).31–33 Additionally, it has also been associated with
poor mental health outcomes such as depression, anxiety, post-traumatic stress
disorder (PTSD), and other mental distress.34
There have only been two reviews in the literature in regards to the
prevalence of RC published; one in 2010 and the other in 2016.52,66 RC has most
widely been studied in women aged 16-45 (women of reproductive age). To date,
only one study has focused exclusively on the occurrence of RC among college
students (undergraduate and graduate students, ages 18-25).37 There is also
evidence that RC may be experienced by younger adolescents, but only two
studies have focused exclusively on the occurrence of RC among adolescents
(ages 11-21).29,38 Among all of these studies, three areas of concern have been
identified. First, the reported RC prevalence rates vary widely (5% prevalence in
previous 3 months to 77% lifetime prevalence). Second, the studies from which
those rates are obtained vary widely in both sample size (53 to 3539) and sample
composition (age, history of partner violence, etc.). Finally, the measurement of
RC between studies is inconsistent. This chapter will provide a review of the
assessment and prevalence of RC, with special attention to the existing literature
about RC in adolescents.
Prevalence
Substantial limitations are present in the prevalence estimates provided by
all existing studies of the prevalence of RC. Best estimates of prevalence are
obtained from large, population based studies. In the absence of large,
population based studies, studies which utilize a random sample from the at-risk
population provide the next-best estimates of prevalence. When neither of these
are possible or present, it is important for the sampling strategy and response
rate to be provided. It is also extremely important for a clear case definition to be
stated and for the period of time over which prevalence is being assessed to be
stated. Finally, strategies utilized to address potential biases such as recall bias
and selection bias should be clearly specified.
PARAMETERS FOR STUDY INCLUSION
Pubmed and Google Scholar were queried for the search terms found in
Box 2.1. In addition, the bibliographies of identified studies and published reviews
were examined for additional prevalence studies.
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Box 2.1. Search terms
Reproductive Coercion, Condom Coercion, Birth Control Sabotage, Pregnancy
Coercion, Reproductive Coercion + Adolescents, Condom Coercion + Adolescents, Birth
Control Sabotage + Adolescents, Pregnancy Coercion + Adolescents, Reproductive
Coercion + Teens, Condom Coercion + Teens, Birth Control Sabotage + Teens,
Pregnancy Coercion + Teens, Reproductive Coercion + College, Condom Coercion +
College, Birth Control Sabotage + College, Pregnancy Coercion + College

Studies identified were compared against the inclusion criteria in Box 2.2.
All studies published which met the inclusion criteria were included, regardless of
publication date.
Box 2.2. Inclusion criteria







Report prevalence of RC
Specify age of participants
Specify how participants were recruited
Published in English
Conducted in the United States
Peer reviewed paper

Formal meta-analysis is not currently possible because published studies
are too dissimilar to allow for the computation of a single summary measure.
These dissimilarities include inconsistent measurement of RC, varying study
populations, and differing time frames of RC assessment.
REPRODUCTIVE COERCION PREVALENCE AND MEASURES
Measures
Reproductive Coercion
There is no standardized, validated instrument for assessing RC. This has
resulted in large variability in the reported prevalence of RC in the literature. The
instruments that have been used to assess for RC have questions which typically
can be classified (either explicitly by the study authors or based on question
content) as either birth control sabotage or pregnancy coercion. Although the
studies use different instruments, common themes can be found among all the
instruments.
The following studies did not describe their methods for assessing RC, but
did report prevalence rates, which will be discussed in the following section.
Moore et al. 2010 conducted a qualitative study of 75 women aged 18-49 with a
history of IPV recruited from either a domestic violence shelter, an abortion clinic,
or a family planning clinic in multiple US cities.36 Another qualitative study
examined rates of birth control sabotage among 53 females from California
domestic violence shelters who had been in a recent heterosexual relationship.44
Gee et al. 2009 conducted a study of 1354 female patients aged 18 years and
9

older, recruited from two southern Pennsylvania Planned Parenthood clinics.43
Miller et al. 2007 presented a qualitative report of male pregnancy promoting
behaviors in 53 heterosexual adolescent females aged 14-20 years with a history
of partner abuse.38 Finally, the relationship between condom coercion and
partner violence was investigated by Teitelman et al. 2011 among sixty-four
adolescent females aged 14 to 17 in communities with high risk for HIV who were
patients at family planning or prenatal clinics in the northeast US.42
Women of Reproductive Age
A study of 641 women aged 18-44 seeking routine obstetrics and
gynecology care from a large, urban Rhode Island clinic was used to investigate
lifetime experience of RC (birth control sabotage, pregnancy coercion, or both),
IPV, and the co-occurrence of RC and IPV. Questions used to assess RC were
divided into either pregnancy coercion or birth control sabotage. Participants
were determined to have experienced pregnancy coercion if they answered “yes”
to any of the pregnancy coercion questions in Table A2.1; participants were
determined to have experienced birth control sabotage if they answered “yes” to
any of the birth control sabotage questions in Table A2.1. RC was defined as a
“yes” answer to any of the pregnancy coercion or birth control sabotage
questions. Most questions were derived from Miller et al. 201039 and no measure
of reliability was provided.30
Miller et al. 2010 recruited a sample of 1278 young adult women (ages 1629) from six free-standing reproductive health clinics in Northern California. The
study investigated the rates of lifetime pregnancy coercion; birth control
sabotage; IPV; the co-occurrence of pregnancy coercion and birth control
sabotage with IPV; and the associations of pregnancy coercion, birth control
sabotage, IPV, and their co-occurrences with unintended pregnancy. RC was
defined as an affirmative answer to any of the pregnancy coercion or birth control
sabotage questions (Table 2.1). Questions were developed by the authors and
no measure of reliability was provided.39
Table 2.1. Reproductive Coercion Instrument for Miller et al. 201039. "Has
someone you were dating or going out with ever:”
Pregnancy Coercion

Birth Control Sabotage

told you not to use any birth control
(like the pill, shot ring, etc.)?

taken off the condom while you were
having sex so that you would get
pregnant?

said he would leave you if you did not
get pregnant?

put holes in the condom so you would
get pregnant?

told you he would have a baby with
someone else if you didn't get
pregnant?

broken a condom on purpose while you
were having sex so you would get
pregnant?
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Pregnancy Coercion

Birth Control Sabotage

taken your birth control (like pills) away
hurt you physically because you did not from you or kept you from going to the
agree to get pregnant?
clinic to get birth control so that you
would get pregnant?
tried to force or pressure you to
become pregnant?"

made you have sex without a condom
so you would get pregnant?"

"Have you ever hidden birth control
from a sexual partner because you
were afraid he would get upset with
you for using it?"
A follow-up, intervention study to Miller et al. 201039 of 897 young adult
women (ages 16-29) took place at four free-standing family planning clinics in
Northern California. Baseline rates from the previous 3 months on pregnancy
coercion, birth control sabotage, IPV, and the co-occurrence of pregnancy
coercion and birth control sabotage with IPV were reported for intervention and
control clinics. Questions used to assess RC were meant to assess either
pregnancy coercion or birth control sabotage (Table A2.2). Questions were
developed by the authors and no measure of reliability was provided.40
A similar study to Miller et al. 201039 was conducted among 3539 female
patients aged 16-29 at twenty-four family planning clinics in Pennsylvania. RC in
the previous 3 months and lifetime prevalence of IPV were assessed; however,
questions used to assess RC were not classified as pregnancy coercion or birth
control sabotage, but rather as a single RC measure. RC was assessed as an
affirmative answer to any of the questions in Table A2.3. The questions utilized
were primarily developed by Miller et al. 201140 and were found to have a
Cronbach alpha of 0.76.31
College Students
Prevalence of RC was examined among a secondary data analysis study
of 972 sexually active full-time graduate and undergraduate college women aged
18-25 at a large public Northeastern US university. RC was measured using one
author-developed question as well as the 10 items from Miller et al. 201039 (Table
A2.4). RC was assessed as a positive response to any of the questions. No
timeframe for the experiences in question was provided. This instrument was
found to have a Cronbach alpha of 0.66.37
Adolescents
The Teen Parent Project was a study developed to understand the
interplay between teen pregnancy, birth control sabotage, ability of teens to
transition from welfare to working, and partner violence. Four hundred seventyfour girls ages 11 to 21 and receiving services from the Illinois Department of
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Human Services or who were accessing services at community-based health
clinics in Chicago were studied. Birth control sabotage was assessed with two
sets of questions. The first were considered to be verbal sabotage of birth control
while the second were considered to be behavioral sabotage; participants were
asked if their partner had said any of the statements in Table 2.2 in the previous
12 months. Prevalence of experiencing either or both forms of birth control
sabotage in the previous 12 months was reported as well as the prevalence of
birth control sabotage co-occurring with partner violence.29
Table 2.2. Reproductive Coercion Instrument for Center for Impact Research
200029.
Verbal Sabotage of Birth Control

Behavioral Sabotage of Birth Control

“You want to use family planning so
you can sleep around with other men.”

The respondent’s partner would not let
her use family planning.

“If we have a baby you will always have
The respondent’s partner forces her to
a part of me and I will always have a
have sex when she is not protected.
part of you.”
“If you have a baby, you will never
have to worry about me leaving you. I
will always be around.”
“You would have a baby if you really
loved me.”
Condom Negotiation
Problems with condom negotiation involve similarities to RC, as evidenced
by the number of RC surveys that include questions in regards to condom
negotiation. Condom negotiation is not only concerning in regards to RC, but also
in the larger public health context of preventing the spread of STIs.
Women of Reproductive Age
Among a sample of 165 heterosexual California African-American women
aged 18-29, the association of condom non-use and abusive partners was
investigated. Condom use was computed as the number of times condoms were
used for vaginal intercourse divided by the number of times the participant had
vaginal intercourse in the past 3 months. Consequences of condom negotiation
and perceived consequences of condom negotiation were assessed with the
questions found in Table A2.5.34
Adolescents
Silverman et al. 2011 investigated the prevalence of condom use and IPV
among 356 young women aged 14-20 utilizing teen health centers in the greater
Boston area. Reasons for not asking for condom use and partner reactions to
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condom use requests were assessed as affirmative answers to the questions in
Table A2.6. A single question was used to assess lifetime coerced condom nonuse (Table A2.6).41
Themes
Although the studies varied in the instruments used to assess RC, there
were some common themes shared by the studies. The goal of this section is to
highlight some of these common themes and group similar questions from the
studies mentioned above. Only two of the eight studies which provided their
instruments included a reliability statistic – Miller et al. 201431 and Sutherland et
al. 201537.
Miller et al. 201039, Miller et al. 201140, Clark et al. 201430, Miller et al.
31
2014 , and Sutherland et al. 201537 had instruments that were the most similar.
The Miller et al. 201140, Clark et al. 201430, Miller et al. 201431, and Sutherland et
al. 201537 instruments were all slight modifications of the Miller et al. 201039
instrument. These modifications were primarily changes in question wording, an
added question or two, or differences in the timeframe for the questions.
Although the questions from CIR 200029 instrument did include several of the
same themes as the previous five instruments, the questions in the CIR 200029
instrument were less specific. For example, the previous five instruments all
include a question about the participant’s partner telling her he would leave her if
she did not get pregnant; the CIR 200029 instrument asked participants to
indicate whether their partner had ever said “If you have a baby, you will never
have to worry about me leaving you. I will always be around.” Although the theme
of both questions is the partner leaving if the participant does not get pregnant,
the connotation of the question from the previous five studies is clearly negative
while the connotation of the question from CIR 200029 is ambiguous. Wingood et
al. 199734 and Silverman et al. 201141 share some characteristics in their
assessment of RC with CIR 200029, Miller et al. 201039, Miller et al. 201140, Clark
et al. 201430, Miller et al. 201431, and Sutherland et al. 201537, but ultimately did
not determine if the participants thought that their partner’s behavior was
motivated by a desire to get them pregnant.
Five studies (Miller et al. 201039, Miller et al. 201140, Clark et al. 201430,
Miller et al. 201431, and Sutherland et al. 201537) included an item regarding the
participant’s partner telling her not to use contraception. These five
studies30,31,37,39,40 and CIR 200029 also included one or more items about the
participant’s partner either preventing her from using contraception or from
obtaining contraception from her healthcare provider. Additionally, these five
studies30,31,37,39,40 included one or more question about a partner taking off a
condom during sex, putting holes in the condom, or breaking the condom on
purpose so that the participant would get pregnant.
Six studies (Miller et al. 201039, Miller et al. 201140, Silverman et al.
201141, Clark et al. 201430, Miller et al. 201431, and Sutherland et al. 201537)
included an item about the participant’s partner cheating on her or having a baby
with someone else if they did not agree to get pregnant or asked him to use a
condom. Two studies (Silverman et al. 201141 and CIR 200029) included an item
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about the participant being accused of cheating if she did not agree to get
pregnant or if she wanted to use contraception or condoms; both of these studies
looked at similar populations by only considering adolescents.
There were six studies about RC that provided their instruments (CIR
200029, Miller et al. 201039, Miller et al. 201140, Clark et al. 201430, Miller et al.
201431, and Sutherland et al. 201537) which included an item about the
participant’s partner leaving or abandoning her if she refused to agree to get
pregnant. The two condom negotiation studies which provided their instruments
(Wingood et al. 199734 and Silverman et al. 201141) also included items about the
participant’s partner leaving or abandoning her if she asked him to use a
condom. Of note, the question from the CIR 200029 study did not convey the
concept of abandonment well, as its intended negative connotation is written
ambiguously and could be misread without the negative connotation.
Two studies (CIR 200029 and Clark et al. 201430) included items about the
participant’s partner verbally pressuring her to become pregnant. Five studies
(Miller et al. 201039, Miller et al. 201140, Clark et al. 201430, Miller et al. 201431,
and Sutherland et al. 201537) included an item about a partner physically hurting
the participant because they did not agree to get pregnant and both condom
negotiation studies (Wingood et al. 199734 and Silverman et al. 201141) also
included one or more items about a partner physically hurting the participant
because she requested he use a condom. Seven studies (CIR 200029, Miller et
al. 201039, Miller et al. 201140, Silverman et al. 201141, Clark et al. 201430, Miller
et al. 201431, and Sutherland et al. 201537) included an item about forced sex
without contraception or a condom; all30,31,37,39–41 but CIR 200029 added the
caveat that the forced sex without contraception or a condom was for the
purpose of impregnating the participant.
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Table 2.3. Summary of Reproductive Coercion Measurement Instruments
Question

Source

Comments

Pregnancy Coercion
told you not to use any birth control (like the pill, shot,
ring, patch etc.)

told her not to use contraception
said he would leave you if you did not get pregnant

15
“If you have a baby, you will never have to
worry about me leaving you. I will always be
around.”
told you he would have a baby with someone else if
you didn’t get pregnant.

Clark et al. 2014
Miller et al. 2010
Miller et al. 2011
Sutherland 2015
Miller et al. 2014

Miller et al. 2014 change the wording from
birth control to contraception

Clark et al. 2014
Miller et al. 2010
Miller et al. 2011
Miller et al. 2014
Sutherland 2015
Center for Impact Research
2000
Clark et al. 2014
Miller et al. 2010
Miller et al. 2011
Miller et al. 2014
Sutherland 2015

CIR 2000 changes wording from negative
connotation to positive connotation.

Question

Source

hurt you physically because you did not agree to get
pregnant

Clark et al. 2014
Miller et al. 2010
Miller et al. 2011
Miller et al. 2014
Sutherland 2015

tried to force or pressure you to become pregnant?"

Miller et al. 2010
Miller et al. 2014
Sutherland 2015

16

tried to physically force you to become
pregnant

Clark et al. 2014

tried to pressure you with words, promises, or
mean comments to become pregnant?

Clark et al. 2014

“You would have a baby if you really loved
me.”

Center for Impact Research
2000

“If we have a baby you will always have a part
of me and I will always have a part of you.”

Center for Impact Research
2000

Have you ever hidden birth control from a husband,
boyfriend, sexual partner, or someone you were
dating because you were afraid he would get upset
with you for using it?

Clark et al. 2014
Miller et al. 2010.

Refuse to pay for birth control because
wanted/desired pregnancy

Sutherland 2015

Comments

Clark et al. 2014 separate this into two
separate questions and add additional
descriptives about the behavior
experienced.
CIR 2000 listed specific verbal pressure
statements.

Question

Source

Comments

Birth Control Sabotage

17

taken off a condom while you were having sex so
that you would get pregnant

Clark et al. 2014
Miller et al. 2010
Miller et al. 2011
Miller et al. 2014
Sutherland 2015

put holes in the condom so you would get pregnant

Clark et al. 2014
Miller et al. 2010
Miller et al. 2011
Miller et al. 2014
Sutherland 2015

broken a condom on purpose while you were having
sex so you would get pregnant

Clark et al. 2014
Miller et al. 2010
Miller et al. 2011
Miller et al. 2014
Sutherland 2015

made you have sex without a condom so you would
get pregnant

Clark et al. 2014
Miller et al. 2010
Miller et al. 2011
Miller et al. 2014

Made you have sex without a condom or
other birth control method so you would get
pregnant

Sutherland 2015

Sutherland 2015 adds “other birth control
method” to this question.

The respondent’s partner forces her to have
sex when she is not protected.

Center for Impact Research
2000

CIR 2000 widens the question from
condoms to any protection.

Question

Source

taken off a condom after you agreed to use one

Clark et al. 2014

taken your birth control (like pills) away from you or
kept you from going to the clinic to get birth control so
that you would get pregnant?

Miller et al. 2010
Miller et al. 2011
Miller et al. 2014
Sutherland 2015

18

take your birth control (like pills) away from
you so you would get pregnant

Clark et al. 2014

kept you from going to the clinic to get birth
control so you would get pregnant

Clark et al. 2014

The respondent’s partner would not let her
use family planning.

Center for Impact Research
2000

“You want to use family planning so you can sleep
around with other men.”

Center for Impact Research
2000

Comments

Clark et al. 2014 separate this into two
separate questions.

CIR 2000 simplifies the question to the
partner not allowing the woman to use family
planning.

Prevalence
Reproductive Coercion
In this section, all reports on the prevalence of RC meeting the criteria for
inclusion in this chapter, as well as evidence for the co-occurrence of RC and
IPV, are presented.
Women of Reproductive Age
In Clark et al. 201430, 16% of participants reported either current or former
RC (birth control sabotage, pregnancy coercion, or both), with 32% of those also
reporting concurrent IPV. Eleven percent of patients reported pregnancy coercion
and 9% of patients reported birth control sabotage, with approximately one-third
of those who experience pregnancy coercion reporting concurrent IPV and
approximately half of those who experience birth control sabotage reporting
concurrent IPV. Women who reported RC were significantly more likely to be
non-white race; to be receiving free medical care, have no insurance, or be
unsure of their insurance status; and were significantly less likely to report
currently being pregnant. Women who reported RC in conjunction with IPV were
significantly more likely to be non-black race.30
Moore et al. 201036 found in a qualitative study that 74% of respondents
reported pregnancy coercion, intentional impregnation, or post-conception
attempts at influencing the pregnancy outcomes. These coercive events occurred
in both physically violent and not-physically violent relationships. Themes among
the RC behaviors the women described included pregnancy promotion or
coercion prior to sex; contraception sabotage or manipulation; sexual violence,
including forced, unprotected sex; condom manipulation; coercion or control
regarding pregnancy outcome; and interference with reproductive health care.36
In another qualitative study, younger women (aged 19-32) reported higher
rates of birth control sabotage at last intercourse than older women (aged 33+).
Seventy-seven percent of younger women reported birth control sabotage versus
42% of older women. Of those women of all ages who experienced birth control
sabotage, 80% also experienced forced sex (versus 48% of those women
without a history of birth control sabotage).44
In a study of patients aged 18 and older at two southern Pennsylvania
Planned Parenthood clinics, approximately 21% of participants reported ever
experiencing IPV. Of those who reported IPV, approximately 17% also reported
not using contraception because their partner did not want them to or wanted
them to become pregnant.43
Miller et al. 201039 found that 19% of respondents reported a lifetime
prevalence of pregnancy coercion, 15% reported a lifetime prevalence of birth
control sabotage, and approximately 50% reported a lifetime prevalence of IPV.
Approximately three-quarters of women who reported RC also reported IPV. In
addition, RC doubled the risk for unintended pregnancy when IPV was also
experienced.39
In a follow-up intervention study to Miller et al. 201039, 7% of respondents
in control clinics and 10.7% of respondents in intervention clinics reported birth
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control sabotage in the previous 3 months while 7.9% of respondents in control
clinics and 9.3% of respondents in intervention clinics reported pregnancy
coercion in the previous 3 months. IPV in the previous 3 months was reported by
13.5% of respondents at control clinics while 21.2% of respondents in
intervention clinics. Among those respondents who reported IPV, rates of both
pregnancy coercion and birth control sabotage were much higher; 17% of
respondents in control clinics and 24.2% of respondents in intervention clinics
reported birth control sabotage in the previous 3 months while 25.4% of
respondents in control clinics and 23.2% of respondents in intervention clinics
reported pregnancy coercion in the previous 3 months.40
Among women in a similar study to Miller et al. 201039, 5% of patients
reported experiencing RC in the previous 3 months with the three-month
prevalence being greater among patients aged 16-20 as compared to patients
aged 25-29 (6% versus 3.5%). Forty-six percent reported ever experiencing IPV
with the lifetime prevalence among patients aged 25-29 being higher than among
patients aged 16-20 (51% versus 40%). Of those who reported RC in the
previous 3 months, approximately three-quarters had also experienced lifetime
IPV. Finally, it was found that experiencing either RC in the previous 3 months or
lifetime IPV was associated with approximately an 80% increased odds in
unintended pregnancy in the previous year. Experiencing both RC in the previous
3 months and lifetime IPV was associated with a two-fold increase in the odds of
unintended pregnancy.31
These 7 studies provide evidence for the co-occurrence of RC and IPV. In
addition, although the estimates and the samples vary, it is clear that RC is not
an uncommon occurrence. Evidence from the studies presented above indicates
that younger women experience RC at higher rates than older women. However,
these studies did not investigate the prevalence of RC in adolescents specifically,
and it is not yet clear if these trends hold true among adolescents.
College Students
College women are reported to be at an increased risk for IPV compared
to women of the same age in the general population.67 A single study examined
RC in college women. RC was reported by 8% of respondents while IPV was
reported by 20.6% of respondents. Of those who reported RC, 57% also reported
IPV (67.9% of those who experienced birth control sabotage and 59.1% of those
who experience pregnancy coercion). RC prevalence was highest in Hispanic
women and was significantly associated with history of pregnancy, abortion, and
unintended pregnancy. No time frame was reported for the reports of RC or
IPV.37
Adolescents
Many individuals who report lifetime experience of violence, report that the
first occurrence occurred at a young age. Beyond that, adolescents have a welldocumented vulnerability to dating and sexual violence.45,68,69 There are two
published reports on RC in adolescents.
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The first was a qualitative report of male pregnancy promoting behaviors
and found that approximately 26% of participants reported that their partner was
actively trying to get them pregnant and approximately 32% reported ever
becoming pregnant with an abusive partner. Specific behaviors reported by
participants included the male partner explicitly stating that he wanted to get the
participant pregnant, interfering with contraception or blocking access to
contraception, issues with condom negotiation including refusal to use a condom
and intentionally breaking condoms, and participants actively hiding
contraception use from their male partner. Also of note was that the median age
differential between participants and their abusive partners was 4 years.38
The second was the Teen Parent Project. Most participants were black
(95%) and over 40% of participants reported a relationship with a male partner 4
or more years older. Fifty-five percent of participants reported partner violence in
the previous 12 months and participants with older partners experience violence
at increased rates compared to those with younger partners. Prevalence of
experiencing any birth control sabotage in the previous 12 months was 51%
while approximately 14% reported experiencing behavioral birth control sabotage
and 48% reported experiencing verbal birth control sabotage. Further, among the
sample of teens who reported any birth control sabotage, those who also
reported partner violence reported a higher prevalence of RC (66%).29
Condom Negotiation
In some instances, rather than examining the phenomenon of RC as a
whole, researchers focused on condom negotiations. These studies investigated
the underlying reasons for condom non-use. Themes behind condom non-use or
fear of negotiating condom use included similarities to items from RC
questionnaires. Male partners also utilized similar arguments and psychological
manipulation to deny condom use as were described in some items from RC
questionnaires. This is particularly true among populations at high risk for HIV
and for teens in abusive relationships or at risk for abusive relationships.
Women of Reproductive Age
Wingood & DiClemente 199734 found that women with an abusive partner
used condoms less frequently or never at all as compared to women without an
abusive partner. Additionally, they were between 3 and 10 times more likely to
report negative consequences of condom negotiation or perceived
consequences of condom negotiation. Condom use was computed as the
number of times condoms were used for vaginal intercourse divided by the
number of times the participant had vaginal intercourse in the past 3 months.
Consequences of condom negotiation and perceived consequences of condom
negotiation were assessed with the questions found in Table 2.2.34
Adolescents
Silverman et al. 201141 investigated the prevalence of condom use and
IPV among adolescents and found that more than 40% of participants reported
lifetime IPV. Approximately 12% of participants reported fearing asking about
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condom use, 12% reported negative consequences of requested condom use,
and approximately 20% reported condom coercion. The teens who reported
experiencing IPV were at significantly increased odds (2.9-5.3) for coerced
condom non-use, condom manipulation, and fear of negative consequences of
condom request.41
The relationship between condom coercion and partner violence in
another sample of adolescents found that nearly 60% of the participants had
experienced some form of partner abuse while approximately 50% indicated they
had vaginal intercourse without a condom when they wanted to use a condom.
Approximately two-third of those who indicated not using a condom when they
wanted to also indicated other forms of partner abuse. Condom coercion was
noted to take three forms – physical/sexual abuse or threats of abuse, emotional
manipulation, and condom sabotage.42
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Table 2.4. Summary of Reported Prevalence of Reproductive Coercion
Study

Sample Age
Sampling
Size Range Strategy/Study Design

Population

Prevalence

Reproductive Coercion: Women of Reproductive Age
Clark et al. 201430

641

18-44
years

75

18-49
years

Theil de Bocanegra et al. 201044 53

>18
years

Gee et al. 200943

>18
years

Moore et al. 201036

23

1354

Miller et al. 201039

1278

16-29
years

Miller et al. 201140

906

16-29
years

convenience sample; 737
women approached; crosssectional survey

patients seeking routine
16% current or former RC; 32%
obstetrics and gynecology who report RC also report
care
concurrent IPV

women from a domestic
purposive sampling strategy; violence shelter, an
75 women approached;
abortion clinic, or family
cross-sectional survey
planning clinic with a
history of IPV
convenience sample; 80% of
women determined to be
women from domestic
eligible signed up for
violence shelter with a
interviews; cross-sectional
history of IPV
survey
convenience sample; 2013
women seen in clinic, 1463
patients from Planned
completed survey, 1354
Parenthood clinics
completed IPV questions;
cross-sectional survey

74% reported lifetime pregnancy
coercion, intentional
impregnation, or postconception attempts at
influencing pregnancy outcomes
77% of women aged 19-32
reported lifetime birth control
sabotage; 42% of women aged
>33 reported lifetime birth
control sabotage
17% of patients who reported
ever experiencing IPV also
reported birth control coercion

19% reported lifetime
prevalence of pregnancy
coercion; 15% reported lifetime
prevalence of birth control
sabotage; ~75% who reported
RC also reported lifetime IPV
7% and 10.7% of participants
convenience sample; 1337
patients recruited from
reported birth control sabotage
women approached;
free-standing
in the previous 3 months
randomized intervention trial reproductive health clinics (control and intervention clinics
respectively); 7.9% and 9.3% of
convenience sample; 1479
women recruited; crosspatients recruited from
sectional baseline survey for free-standing
longitudinal intervention
reproductive health clinics
study

3539

Sutherland et al. 201537

972

Miller et al. 200738

53

24

Miller et al. 201431

participants reported pregnancy
coercion in the previous 3
months (control and intervention
clinics, respectively); of
participants who reported IPV in
the previous 3 months, 17% and
24.2% reported birth control
sabotage in the previous 3
months (control and intervention
clinics, respectively); of
participants who reported IPV in
the previous 3 months, 25.4%
and 23.2% reported pregnancy
coercion in the previous 3
months (control and intervention
clinics, respectively)
5% reported RC in the previous
convenience sample; 3980
3 months (6% for ages 16-20
women approached; crosspatients at family planning and 3.5% for ages 25-29); ~75%
16-29
sectional baseline survey for
clinics
who reported RC in the previous
years
longitudinal intervention
3 months also experienced
study
lifetime IPV
Reproductive Coercion: College Students
sexually active full-time
graduate and
8% of participants reported RC;
convenience sample; 5900
18-25
undergraduate college
57% who reported RC also
women invited to survey;
years
women at a large public
reported lifetime IPV
cross-sectional survey
Northeastern US
university
Reproductive Coercion: Adolescents
purposive sampling strategy;
26% of participants reported that
14-20
61 adolescents approached; adolescents with history
their partner was actively trying
years
qualitative cross-sectional
of partner abuse
to get them pregnant
interview

CIR 200029

Wingood & DiClemente 199734

474

165

teen moms receiving
services from the Illinois
Department of Human
11-21
convenience sample; crossServices or teens who
years
sectional survey
were accessing services
at community-based
health clinics in Chicago
Condom Negotiation: Women of Reproductive Age

18-29
years

convenience sample;
qualitative cross-sectional
interview

heterosexual California
African-American women

prevalence of experiencing any
birth control sabotage in the
previous 12 months was 51%;
among those who reported RC
66% also reported other partner
violence
women with abusive partner 310 times more likely to report
negative consequences of
condom negotiation or
perceived consequences of
condom negotiation

Condom Negotiation: Adolescents

25

Silverman et al. 201141

356

14-20
years

convenience sample; 743
women approached; crosssectional survey

Teitelman et al. 201142

64

14-17
years

convenience sample;
qualitative cross-sectional
interview

12% of participants reported
fearing asking about condom
patients utilizing teen
use; 12% reported negative
health centers
consequences of requested
condom use; and approximately
20% reported condom coercion
50% indicated vaginal
intercourse without a condom
patients at family planning when they wanted to use a
or prenatal clinics in
condom; ~66% of those who
communities with high
indicated not using a condom
risk for HIV
when they wanted to also
indicated other forms of
partner abuse

CONCLUSIONS
The goal of this chapter has been to highlight the research that has
examined the prevalence and measurement of RC. RC has been studied in both
women of reproductive age and among adolescents, though there has been very
little published about adolescents exclusively.
In studies of what could best be described as samples of the general
population of women of reproductive age, lifetime prevalence of RC has been
estimated to be between 15% and 19%30,39 while prevalence of RC in the
previous three months has been estimated to be between 5% and 11%31,40.
Among women of reproductive age with a history of partner violence, estimates
of lifetime prevalence of RC vary from 17%43 to ~75%36,44. Among women of
reproductive age who report lifetime RC, between 32% and 75%30,39 report other
partner violence. Among women of reproductive age who report RC in the
previous 3 months, 17-25% report IPV in the previous 3 months40 and
approximately 75% report lifetime IPV31.
Reports of RC among adolescents are even more inconsistent than
reports among women of reproductive age. Prevalence of lifetime RC (or
behaviors which are a form of RC) ranges from 20% to 50% in samples which
include adolescents utilizing teen health centers41 and adolescents in
communities at risk for HIV42. Current or past 12 month prevalence of RC ranged
from 26% in a sample of adolescents with a history of partner abuse38 to over
50% in a sample of teen parents29. Among teens who indicate lifetime or
previous 12 months RC, approximately two-thirds also report other partner
violence.29,42
Significant challenges remain in the literature on RC. This chapter
establishes that reported prevalence of RC range widely and are not reported
over consistent periods of time (concern 1). These rates are also obtained from
varying samples in terms of both sample size and sample composition (concern
2). This chapter also provides evidence that the measurement of RC between
studies is inconsistent (concern 3). In studies which focused exclusively on
adolescents, the instruments which were used to assess RC were substantially
shorter and less specific than the instruments which were used to study RC
among women of reproductive age. Due to the limited number of studies and the
previously mentioned challenges, these are gaps in RC knowledge that warrant
further investigation.
To enable better estimation of the burden of RC, the following
recommendations are made for measuring and reporting the prevalence of RC.
First, assessment of the prevalence of RC should be conducted over a consistent
period of time. Assessment based on experiences of RC in the previous 12
months would be both sufficiently long to allow women to report on their
experiences and sufficiently short as to not be subject too greatly to recall bias.
Second, there is a need for additional study among all populations – the general
population of women of reproductive age, the general population of adolescent
females, and among women of reproductive age and adolescents with a history
of violence. In addition to establishing more precisely the prevalence of RC,
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studies should focus on establishing factors which place women at higher risk for
experiencing RC, with particular attention to modifiable risk factors, so that
targeted interventions may be developed and implemented. Finally, a
standardized, validated instrument for the measurement of RC should be
established. The instrument utilized by Miller et al. 201039 has already been
widely used (with slight modifications). It is thorough without being overly
burdensome or repetitive and is therefore, with the slight modification of changing
the time frame assessed to the previous 12 months, the recommended candidate
to be validated and recommended as a standardized instrument.
In conclusion, despite the inconsistent measurement of the prevalence of
RC and the widely ranging estimates of RC prevalence, it is clear that
experiencing RC is not an uncommon occurrence. In addition, RC represents a
public health burden – both as a phenomenon of its own and for its association
with other forms of violence, unwanted pregnancy, and poor pregnancy and
health outcomes. Providers and violence prevention advocates must be aware of
the burden of RC and its risk factors as providers aid women in avoiding
unwanted pregnancy and as violence prevention advocates strive to provide
community level programming and interventions to reduce RC and other forms of
violence.
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Chapter 3. Prevalence of Reproductive Coercion
SYNOPSIS
This study, using the baseline cross-sectional panel survey from the
Green Dot High School study, is the first to examine prevalence rates of
reproductive coercion (RC) in the past 12 months among female Kentucky high
school students. This chapter highlights the occurrence of RC in a sample of
adolescents and examines the association of established and potential risk
factors with RC in the same sample. There were 7590 female students who met
inclusion criteria. Crude prevalence of RC in the past 12 months among
Kentucky high school females was 19.9% (95% CI: 18.8%, 21.0%). RC reports
are higher in younger students, non-white students, students who receive free or
reduced meals, and those students who report any history of violence. In
addition, prevalence of RC among adolescents appears to be equal to or greater
than that among women of reproductive age. High school females who also
report violence victimization or who report other teen dating violence are at a
more than two-fold increase in prevalence as compared to those who do not.
Keywords
Prevalence, Intimate partner violence, Adolescent, Teen, Pregnancy coercion,
Birth control sabotage, Green Dot

INTRODUCTION
Reproductive Coercion (RC) is a form of intimate partner violence
(IPV) that can occur in women and adolescents of all ages35,36 and can be
experienced independently or in conjunction with other forms of IPV or dating
violence (DV) 29,34. RC typically involves manipulation of contraception
(destroying/hiding birth control pills, removing a patch or an intrauterine device,
etc.) or pregnancy outcomes (threats of abandonment or physical harm if the
woman will not agree to get pregnant or terminate a pregnancy) to gain or
maintain power.29,30 Previous studies have established that RC is associated with
negative physical outcomes -- unintended pregnancy, abortion, miscarriage or
other poor pregnancy outcomes, and STIs31–33 -- as well as poor mental health
outcomes -- depression, anxiety, posttraumatic stress disorder, and other mental
distress.34 Although RC may also be perpetrated by family members, medical
professionals, or governmental bodies, in this study the focus will be on male
dating partner perpetrated RC.
Published prevalence rates of RC among adolescents (age 11-21 years),
college students, and women of reproductive (age 16-45 years) vary widely (5%
prevalence in previous 3 months to 77% lifetime prevalence).29–31,36–40,43,44 This
variation is due in part to different instruments being utilized to assess RC,
substantial variability in the study samples (both sample size and sample
composition), and varying time frames for experiencing RC. Among samples of
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women of reproductive age from the general population, lifetime prevalence of
RC has been estimated to be between 15 and 19%30,39 and previous 3 months
prevalence has been estimated to be between 5 and 11%31,40. Current or past 12
month prevalence of RC ranged from 26% in a sample of adolescents with a
history of partner abuse38 to over 50% in a sample of teen parents29.
There is strong evidence that experiencing other forms of DV or having a
history of abuse is associated with elevated risk of RC.29–31,34,36–44 Other factors
associated with elevated risk of RC include younger age31,44, financial hardship30,
and non-white race30,37. In adolescents, being in a current relationship may have
a weak association with elevated RC.29,38 Although risky behaviors (binge
drinking, substance abuse, weight control behaviors, sexual risk taking, etc.)
have not been previously linked with elevated RC, risky behaviors are associated
with adolescent dating violence.45,46 Therefore, it is worth to investigating the
possible relationship between risky behaviors (such as binge drinking) and RC
among adolescents.
No estimates of RC in adolescents from the general population have been
published. Among existing studies on the prevalence of RC, only two exclusively
examine the prevalence of RC among adolescents – one in a sample of teen
parents and one in a sample of adolescents with a history of partner abuse.
Further, although potential risk factors for RC have been identified in previous
studies, no study has provided an investigation of the relationship of those
identified risk factors with RC in a single sample.
RC presents a substantial public health and clinical problem. An
understanding of the prevalence of RC and of associated risk factors is
necessary for effective population based and clinical interventions and services
to address both the occurrence of RC and to mitigate its effects. The primary
purpose of this study is to provide an estimate of the prevalence of RC in high
school students. The secondary purpose of this study is to investigate the
relationship between RC and sociodemographic (age, race, financial hardship,
risky behavior, and relationship status) and history of violence risk factors.
METHODS
Participants
This study uses student responses from the baseline cross-sectional
panel survey of the Green Dot High School (GDHS) study. The survey was an
anonymous paper and pencil survey, administered through a protocol approved
by the University of Kentucky Institutional Review Board (#09-0680-F1V). The
study is described in detail in Chapter 1 and elsewhere.10,19,28
Analysis Sample
By definition, the sample should only contain females in a current or
former relationship with an opposite-sex partner.35 However, due to the manner
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in which students were asked about their current or former relationships, it was
not possible to deduce whether students were in same-sex or opposite-sex
relationships. Therefore, analyses were restricted to female students who
reported being in a relationship in the previous 12 months.
Student responses which were identified as potentially mischievous
responses were excluded. These included students indicating they were never
drinkers while also indicating that they have a symptom of alcohol abuse;
reporting never being sexually active and yet being pregnant or having children;
or reporting never having been in a relationship while simultaneously reporting
being in a relationship in the last 12 months. Student responses which were
missing responses to questions of sexual violence impact questions or RC
questions were excluded as they did not have the complete data needed for
analysis. Students who responded “Other” to their grade in high school were
excluded they were not considered to be representative of most high school
students. Students who did not consent or whose parents did not consent were
excluded from analyses. Students who were missing responses to
sociodemographic or green dot training questions were excluded from this
analysis because this was considered to be a form of passive refusal to
participate in the study.
Measures
Student self-reports of experiencing RC were collected as part of a broad
panel of questions about sexual violence experiences. RC was assessed through
the 5 items (adapted from Miler et al. 2010)39 in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. Reproductive Coercion items in the Green Dot High School study.
In the past 12 months has a current or previous boyfriend or girlfriend…
Said to you “You want us to use birth control or condoms so you
can sleep around with other people”?
Said to you “If we have a baby, you will never have to worry about
me leaving you. I will always be around”?
Said to you “You would have a baby with me if you really loved
me”?
Not allowed you to use birth control or condoms when you wanted
to?
Forced you to have sex when you were not using birth control or
condoms?
For each question about RC victimization, students could respond 0, 1-2, 3-5, or
6+ times. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for RC among female students who
reported being in a relationship in the previous 12 months using all 5 RC items
was α = 0.624. Consistent with Miler et al. 201039, students reporting 0 times for
all questions about RC were classified as having experienced no RC in the past
12 months, students reporting 1 or more times for any of the questions about RC
were classified as having experienced RC in the past 12 months. Item level
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analyses indicated the RC item Said to you “If we have a baby, you will never
have to worry about me leaving you. I will always be around”? overwhelmed
reports due to other RC items (Table 3.3 from the Results). Therefore, analyses
were done with RC as an affirmative response (1 or more times) for any of the
other four RC items. The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for RC among female
students who reported being in a relationship in the previous 12 excluding the RC
item Said to you “If we have a baby, you will never have to worry about me
leaving you. I will always be around”? was α = 0.684.
Demographic and history of violence risk factors were also evaluated
using questions from the same survey. Demographic risk factors included grade
in high school (Grades 9, 10, 11, 12) which was used as a proxy for age (since
age was not included on the survey), race (white if students self-identified as
white and non-white if students self-identified as any other race), being in a
current relationship (Yes if students they were in one or more relationships at the
time of the survey, no otherwise), binge drinking (yes, no) which was used as a
proxy for risky behaviors (no other risky behaviors were included in the survey),
and receiving free/reduced meals (yes, no) which was used as a proxy for
financial hardship (no other socioeconomic status questions were included in the
survey). History of violence risk factors included experiencing other dating
violence (DV) victimization beyond RC in the past 12 months, experiencing
violence victimization in the past 12 months, experiencing violence perpetration
in the past 12 months, and family history of violence. (Figure 3.1)

Figure 3.1. Defining History of Violence measures; students were considered to
have a particular history of violence exposure if they met one or more of the
bullet points under each type of violence.
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Statistical Methods
Demographic and history of violence characteristics were described with
counts and percents. Generalized Estimating Equations (GEE) in SAS using
PROC GENMOD with binomial distribution, log link, and exchangeable
correlation matrix were used to estimate the prevalence of RC accounting for
school-level clustering. GEEs were selected to allow for the population-averaged
estimate of the prevalence of RC. The frequency (N), prevalence estimate, and
95% confidence interval (CI) are provided for each model. An intercept-only
model was used to compute the overall prevalence of RC in the sample and
separate GEEs were used to compute the prevalence of RC by each of grade,
race, current relationship, receiving free/reduced meal, binge drinking, other DV,
violence victimization, violence perpetration, and family history of abuse. GEEs
were also used to compute the prevalence of RC by each of other DV, violence
victimization, violence perpetration, and family history of abuse adjusting for
grade, race, being in a current relationship, receiving free/reduced meal, and
binge drinking. Data were analyzed using SAS v9.4. A significance level of 0.05
was used for all statistical tests.
RESULTS
Sample Description
From the 26 schools, 20,806 students completed a Scantron form at the
baseline GDHS cross-sectional panel survey. Of these, 82 (0.4%) were parental
refusals and 1454 (7.0%) were student refusals and an additional 859 (4.0%)
were excluded as passive refusals for missing responses to sociodemographic or
green dot training questions. Another 864 (4.2%) of students were excluded as
potentially mischievous responders; 28 (0.1%) students were excluded for
responding “Other” to their grade in high school; and 897 (4.3%) were excluded
for missing responses to questions of sexual violence impact questions or RC
questions. Of the 15280 students who met these criteria, 8311 indicated that they
were female; of these, 7590 also reported being in a relationship in the previous
12 months. This was the final analytic sample of female students who reported
being in a relationship in the previous 12 months.
Sociodemographic and history of violence characteristics for the final
analytic sample are presented in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2. Demographic Characteristics, Kentucky High School Females in a
Relationship in the Previous 12 months, stratified by high school grade. Data
presented as N (%).
All Female Students
Sample Characteristics
(N = 7590)
Sociodemographic factors
Race
Non-white
1192 (15.7)
White
6398 (84.3)
Free or Reduced Meal
No
4134 (54.7)
Yes
3423 (45.3)
Current Relationship
No
2678 (35.28)
Yes
4912 (64.72)
Binge Drinking
No
5355 (70.75)
Yes
2214 (29.25)
History of Violence Characteristics*
Teen Dating Violence
No
4569 (60.2)
Yes
3021 (39.8)
Violence Victimization
No
2821 (37.17)
Yes
4769 (62.83)
Violence Perpetration
No
5349 (70.49)
Yes
2239 (29.51)
Family History of Abuse
No
5333 (70.38)
Yes
2244 (29.62)
* History of Violence Characteristics are defined in Figure 3.1.
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Prevalence of Reproductive Coercion
Crude prevalence of RC in the past 12 months among high school
females using all RC items in this study was 45.7% (95% CI: 44.1%, 47.4%).
This estimate appears to be driven primarily by the RC item Said to you “If we
have a baby, you will never have to worry about me leaving you. I will always be
around”?, which has an estimated prevalence of 41.2%. (Table 3.3) Therefore, all
subsequent analyses are presented with this item excluded from the definition of
RC. Analyses including this item may be found in the appendix of this chapter
(Chapter 3 Appendix).
Table 3.3. Prevalence of Reproductive Coercion by item. Prevalence and 95% CI
are presented as percents. In the past 12 months has a current or previous
boyfriend or girlfriend…
Item
N
Prevalence
95% CI
Said to you “You want us to use birth
7585
5.89
(5.30, 6.56)
control or condoms so you can sleep
around with other people”?
Said to you “If we have a baby, you will
7582
41.23
(39.58, 42.96)
never have to worry about me leaving
you. I will always be around”?
Said to you “You would have a baby
7583
11.19
(10.31, 12.16)
with me if you really loved me.”?
Not allowed you to use birth control or
7585
7.90
(7.27, 8.58)
condoms when you wanted to?
Forced you to have sex when you were
7586
6.91
(6.31, 7.56)
not using birth control or condoms?
Prevalence of RC in the previous 12 months excluding the RC item Said to
you “If we have a baby, you will never have to worry about me leaving you. I will
always be around”? for Kentucky high school females was 19.9% (95% CI:
18.8%, 21.0%). RC reports were higher in younger students (Grades 9 and 10)
than older students (Grades 11 and 12), with the highest rates being reported by
Grade 10 students. Just over one quarter (26%) of non-white students report RC
as compared to 19% of white students. Students who receive free or reduced
meals also reported much higher prevalence of RC (25%) than those who did not
(16%). Among students in a current relationship at the time of the survey, reports
of RC are not significantly different as compared to those students who were not
in a current relationship at the time of the survey but who had been in a
relationship in the past 12 months (20% versus 19%). Students who reported
binge drinking experienced RC more often than those who did not report binge
drinking (31% versus 15%). (Table 3.4)
Prevalence of RC was higher in those students who reported any history
of violence. Among those who reported other DV events in the past 12 months,
prevalence was more than four times (38%) that of those who do not report other
DV in the past 12 months (8%). For those who report violence victimization in the
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past 12 months, prevalence is approximately six times (29%) that of those who
do not report violence victimization in the past 12 months (5%). Prevalence of
experiencing RC in the past 12 months was more than doubled among those
who reported violence perpetration in the past 12 months (37%) as compared to
those who did not report violence perpetration in the past 12 months (13%).
Finally, prevalence of RC in the past 12 months was approximately twice as high
for those who report a family history of violence (30%) as compared to those who
do not (15%). (Table 3.4)
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Table 3.4. Prevalence of Reproductive Coercion among Kentucky High School
Females. Prevalence and 95% CI are presented as percents.
Risk Factor
n
Prevalence
95% CI
Demographics
*
High School Grade
Grade 9
2222
20.59 (18.96, 22.35)
Grade 10
2132
21.52 (19.05, 24.31)
Grade 11
1945
18.72 (17.04, 20.57)
Grade 12
1291
17.69 (15.46, 20.25)
*
Race
White race
6398
18.76 (17.62, 19.97)
Non-white race
1192
26.15 (23.89, 28.62)
*
Free/reduced meal
Yes
3423
24.64 (22.93, 26.49)
No
4134
15.79 (14.58, 17.10)
Being in a Current Relationship*
Yes
4912
20.36 (19.19, 21.60)
No
2678
18.99 (17.43, 20.68)
Binge Drinking*
Yes
2214
31.45 (29.32, 33.73)
No
5355
15.13 (13.96, 16.41)
History of Violence
*
Teen Dating Violence
Report other DV events
3021
37.58 (35.69, 39.58)
Report no other DV events
4569
8.13
(7.41, 8.93)
*
Violence Victimization
Report Violence Victimization
4769
28.86 (27.38, 30.42)
events
Report no Violence Victimization
2821
4.64
(3.91, 5.51)
events
Violence Perpetration*
Report Violence Perpetration
2239
36.67 (34.82, 38.63)
events
Report no Violence Perpetration
5349
12.84 (11.94, 13.82)
events
Family History of Abuse*
Report family history of abuse
2244
30.34 (28.29, 32.54)
Report no family history of abuse
5333
15.46 (14.68, 16.28)
* p < 0.05
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Adjusting for all sociodemographic factors (high school grade, race,
free/reduced meals, being in a current relationship, and binge drinking) the
prevalence of RC in the previous 12 months was 22.8% (95% CI: 21.5%, 24.1%).
Decreases were observed in the prevalence ratios of RC in the previous 12
months among each of the history of violence measures after adjusting for all
sociodemographic factors (Figure 3.2). These decreases are driven by
decreases in the estimated prevalence of RC in the previous 12 months among
those who report each of the history of violence measures (Figure A3.1). Of note,
among those students who report experiencing other teen dating violence or
violence victimization, prevalence of RC in the previous 12 months is more than
four times the prevalence for those who do not report experiencing other teen
dating violence or violence victimization even after adjusting for high school
grade, race, free/reduced meals, being in a current relationship, and binge
drinking.

Prevalence Ratio of RC

7.00
6.00

6.22
5.56

5.00
4.00

4.62
4.09

Unadjusted

3.00
2.00

2.86
2.43

1.00

Adjusted*
1.96
1.63

0.00
Teen Dating
Violence
Violence Family History
Violence
Victimization Perpetration
of Abuse

Figure 3.2. Ratio of adjusted prevalence estimates of Reproductive Coercion for
each history of violence measure. (*adjusted for high school grade, race,
free/reduced meals, current relationship, and binge drinking)
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DISCUSSION
Comparison to Literature
Prevalence of RC reported in the past 12 months among KY high school
students is similar to that of lifetime prevalence in women of reproductive age
(aged 16-45 years) from the general population30,39,43 and lower than lifetime
prevalence of RC in women of reproductive age with a lifetime history of IPV36,44.
It is higher than prevalence of RC in the past 3 months assessed among women
of reproductive age.31,40 Prevalence of RC in the past 12 months among KY high
school students is noticeably higher than prevalence among college students.37
Prevalence of RC in the past 12 months among KY high school students is lower
than that observed in another report of adolescent experience of RC in the
previous 12 months among teen parents29, which utilized a nearly identical
survey instrument to asses RC, and lower than the report of adolescent
experience of RC at the time of the survey among adolescents with history of
partner abuse 38. (Table 3.5)
Two previous studies noted a significant association between younger age
and increase in both lifetime and previous 3 months prevalence of RC.31,44 In
these studies, the age differences between younger and older women was
approximately 10 years and there was nearly a 70% increase in risk for younger
women. The results of this study have demonstrated that prevalence of RC in the
previous 12 months is increased for younger students (Grades 9 and 10) as
compared to older students (Grades 11 and 12). However, the differences in
prevalence observed in this study are less pronounced than the age association
noted in other studies, potentially due to the smaller age differential between
grades than the age groups in other studies.
Prevalence of RC in the past 12 months has been found to be significantly
higher among those who are non-white (26% versus 19%). This is consistent
with findings from other studies which also indicate that non-white race is
significantly associated with increased prevalence of RC.30,37 In this study,
prevalence has not been found to be different among those who report current
relationship (20%) compared to those who do not report a current relationship but
have been in a relationship in the previous 12 months (19%). Prevalence of RC
by relationship status is not presented in any literature reviewed and therefore
rates from the present study cannot be compared to literature rates.
Financial hardship has been noted to be associated with both increased
prevalence of IPV43,70 and RC30. Financial hardship has been defined in multiple
ways in prior studies – through unemployment70, lower income70, being out of
work43, by receiving free medical care30, or having no insurance30. The current
study defined financial hardship as receiving free or reduced meals and finds,
consistent with previous literature, that financial hardship is significantly
associated with increased prevalence of RC in the previous 12 months.
Risky behaviors such as sexual risk taking or substance abuse have been
shown to be associated with adolescent dating violence.45,46 This study utilizes
binge drinking as a measure of risky behaviors and finds that increased
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prevalence of RC in the previous 12 months is associated with risky behavior,
similar to the association of risky behavior with adolescent dating violence.
RC and IPV have strong literature evidence indicating their association.29–
31,34,36–40,42–44
However, estimates of their co-occurrence are varied. Some
reasons for this variation include varying lengths of time for reporting RC or IPV
(lifetime, 12 months, 3 months), specification of whether the IPV occurred in the
same relationship or not, and differing samples. Rates of all history of violence
measures (violence victimization, violence perpetration, other teen DV, and
family history of violence) in the past 12 months among students who report RC
are smaller to the rates of IPV in all of the studies which looked at the rates of
IPV in participants who reported RC, including the CIR 200029 study which used
nearly the same survey instrument as the present study among adolescents.29–
31,39
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Table 3.5. Green Dot High School compared to other studies of Reproductive Coercion.
Study
Prevalence
Timeframe Sample
19.9% (unadjusted) Previous
KY high school students
GDHS
22.8% (adjusted*) 12 months
Women of Reproductive Age
16% Lifetime
patients seeking routine obstetrics and gynecology care
Clark 2014
women from a domestic violence shelter, an abortion
74% Lifetime
Moore 2010
clinic, or family planning clinic with a history of IPV
77% (age 19-32);
women from domestic violence shelter with a history of
Theil de
Lifetime
42% (age >33)
IPV
Bocanegra 2010
17% Lifetime
patients from Planned Parenthood clinics
Gee 2009
19% pregnancy coercion;
patients recruited from free-standing reproductive health
Lifetime
Miller 2010
15% birth control sabotage
clinics
7.9% and 9.3% pregnancy
Previous 3 patients recruited from free-standing reproductive health
coercion; 7% and 10.7%
Miller 2011
months
clinics
birth control sabotage
Previous 3
5%
patients at family planning clinics
Miller 2014
months
College Students
sexually active full-time graduate and undergraduate
Sutherland
8% Unknown
college women at a large public Northeastern US
2015
university
Adolescents
26% Currently
adolescents with history of partner abuse
Miller 2007
teen moms receiving services from the Illinois
Previous
Department of Human Services or teens who were
51%
CIR 2000
12 months accessing services at community-based health clinics in
Chicago
*adjusted for high school grade, race, free/reduced meals, being in a current relationship, and binge drinking

Sensitivity Analysis
Examination of the prevalence of each of the items used to assess RC in
the survey instrument revealed that the item Said to you “If we have a baby, you
will never have to worry about me leaving you. I will always be around?” was
reported substantially more frequently than any other item. (Table 3.3) Therefore,
this item was excluded from all analyses. Sensitivity analyses were performed for
all analyses with the item Said to you “If we have a baby, you will never have to
worry about me leaving you. I will always be around?” included in defining
experience of RC in the previous 12 months. With the item excluded, prevalence
of RC in the past 12 months was 19.9% (95% CI: 18.8%, 21.0%) which is
substantially lower than without the exclusion 45.7% (95% CI: 44.1%, 47.4%).
Results of the relationship of RC and age, race, risky behavior, and financial
hardship are similar but more pronounced with the item Said to you “If we have a
baby, you will never have to worry about me leaving you. I will always be
around?” included than they are without it. (Table A3.1) Differences in the
prevalence of RC between those with a history of violence and those without it
are substantially larger when the item is not included than when it is.
When the item Said to you “If we have a baby, you will never have to worry
about me leaving you. I will always be around?” is included, rates of other DV in
the past 12 months, violence victimization in the past 12 months, and violence
perpetration in the past 12 months among students who report RC are similar to
the rates of IPV in 3 of 4 studies which looked at the rates of IPV in participants
who reported RC, including the CIR 200029 study which used nearly the same
survey instrument as the present study among adolescents.29,31,39 Family history
of violence among students who report RC are similar to the rates of IPV in the
other study which looked at the rates of IPV in participants who reported RC.30
Strengths and limitations
The current study represents the largest study of RC among adolescents.
Further, it is the first study which has looked at RC exclusively among high
school students. Limitations of this study include a highly influential survey item
which may artificially be inflating the prevalence estimates, an inability to fully
identify mischievous respondents, and not being able to identify whether students
were in same-sex or opposite-sex relationships. Finally, in the current study, it
was not possible to determine whether other DV experienced by the students
occurred in the same relationship that RC occurred in or whether it was
experienced in a different relationship.
Caution should be used when generalizing the results of this study as the
larger sample of students from the GDHS may not be representative of students
outside of Kentucky. Clear et al. 2014 used a larger sample of students from the
GDHS study and found that the GDHS had significantly more female students
and significantly more lowerclassmen than indicated by demographic data from
the Kentucky Department of Education (KDE) or the Youth Risk Behavior Survey
Kentucky (YRBS-KY) and United States (YRBS-US). In addition, the GDHS had
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significantly more students who reported receiving free/reduced meals than
indicated by demographic data from the KDE. The GDHS had a similar percent
of white/non-white students to the demographic data from the KDE.28
Clinical Implications
The results of this chapter indicate that approximately 20% of female
Kentucky students who had been in a relationship in the previous 12 months
experienced RC in the same time period. There is also clear evidence that
students who experience other forms of violence, who are economically
disadvantaged, of non-white race, and who are younger have increased
prevalence of RC in the previous 12 months with rates among those
experiencing other forms of violence reaching approximately one out of three. In
particular, there are elevated reports of RC among students who report
experiencing other forms of violence even after adjusting for the
sociodemographic factors of high school grade, race, free/reduced meals, current
relationship, and binge drinking.
Miller et al. 201431 demonstrated a clear association between unintended
pregnancy and RC among women of reproductive age. Teen pregnancy is a wellestablished public health problem, and the majority of teen pregnancies are
unintended.71,72 Given the high rate of RC among adolescents, the association of
RC with unintended pregnancy, and the problem of unintended pregnancy
among teens, information about RC and its prevention should be presented in
conjunction with education about pregnancy prevention. The American College of
Obstetricians and Gynecologists recommends that providers screen for RC and
IPV annually.48 This recommendation should be extended to other providers such
as pediatricians or family practitioners who are providing care to adolescents, are
encountering pregnant teens, or are providing contraception to teens should
screen for RC, particularly among those who report experiencing other teen
dating violence or violence victimization, and to provide resources to those teens
should they be experiencing RC.
Conclusions
This large sample study of Kentucky high school students provides the
first estimates of RC among a general population of adolescent females. The
crude prevalence of RC in the past 12 months was found to be 19.9% (95% CI:
18.8%, 21.0%). In addition, this study supports the association of risk factors
such as age, race, financial hardship, and risky behaviors with RC noted in prior
studies conducted in women of reproductive age. This study also builds on the
association of a history of violence and RC noted in prior studies of both
adolescents and women of reproductive age and provides evidence that the
association of four history of violence measures with RC remains strong, even
after adjusting for age, race, financial hardship, and risky behaviors.
Future opportunities for study include investigating the occurrence of RC
among males and examining rates and mode of occurrence of RC in same-sex
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versus opposite-sex relationships. There is also a need for a population based
assessment of the prevalence of RC. Finally, there is a need for the development
and testing of strategies for primary prevention of RC.
This chapter highlights the occurrence of RC in a sample of adolescents.
Therefore, the recommendations from this study are (1) for clinical practitioners
who care for adolescent females to incorporate screening for RC and IPV into
their regular practice and to provide appropriate counseling or resources to
patients who have experienced RC or IPV, (2) for a population based
assessment of the prevalence of RC, and (3) for interventions which target both
RC and other forms of violence to be developed and tested.
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Chapter 4. Relationship of Dose of Training on the Impact of the Green Dot
Intervention
SYNOPSIS
Bystander prevention programs are currently the front-runners for
interventions to reduce sexual violence (SV) at a population level. These
programs are intended to shift cultural norms through diffusion of the intervention
throughout the community in which they are implemented. Because these
programs are intended to diffuse through the community, they may prove
challenging to evaluate using the intent-to-treat (ITT) analysis from a traditional
randomized controlled trial analytic framework. In particular, the efficacy of these
trials may be best determined using quasi-experimental analysis techniques.
These challenges will be examined in the context of the Green Dot High School
(GDHS) study and four possible alternatives to the ITT analysis for investigating
the efficacy of the GDHS will be contrasted.
Keywords
Cluster randomized trial, Green Dot, Compliance, Community-based trial

BACKGROUND
Bystander intervention programs for sexual violence (SV) were introduced
in the early 2000s.5–8 By design, these programs are community-based and are
intended to diffuse throughout the community. This presents unique challenges
to the evaluation of these programs. Therefore, methods of evaluation for these
community-based diffusion trials need to be assessed and updated.
Community (or cluster) randomized trials are trials in which communities
or groups of individuals (clusters) are randomized to receive the intervention of
interest. Community-based prevention trials often require merging methodology
from clinical trials and epidemiology. In these trials, study design and intervention
allocation uses clinical trial strategies. However, following intervention
assignment, implementation of allocated conditions in community-based
prevention trials may be more difficult than in experimental or clinical settings.
The complexity of community-based trials may result in a study that more closely
resembles a natural experiment than a randomized controlled trial (RCT). Both
clinical trial and quasi-experimental approaches have strategies to minimize bias.
In this chapter, estimation of the intervention effect in the presence of community
non-compliance will be investigated. The motivating example to illustrate these
issues is a randomized, school-based trial (N=26) that randomly assigns schools
to a bystanding program to prevent sexual violence victimization and perpetration
(Green Dot) or sexual violence awareness program; the study randomized
twenty-six schools, followed for five years. The different analytic strategies are
used to account for potential bias that may accompany community noncompliance when estimating the effect of the intervention.
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The primary analysis in a RCT is the as randomized, or intent-to-treat
(ITT), analysis. The ITT analysis measures the effectiveness of the intervention
on the outcome, while modified intent-to-treat (mITT) analyses measure the
efficacy of the intervention on the outcome.73–76 Efficacy describes the impact of
the intervention on the outcome under ideal conditions/optimal delivery. In drug
trials, this is the biological effect of the intervention 76,77 Effectiveness describes
the impact of the intervention on the outcome under real-world
conditions/delivery. 76,77 Sheiner suggests that efficacy (which he calls “method
effectiveness”) is actually a more important characteristic to determine than
effectiveness, despite effectiveness being the more common goal of trials. This is
because efficacy allows one to extrapolate the impact of the intervention to other
subjects without the characteristics of the compliance to the intervention
confusing the results.76
Strategies for Accounting for Bias
Bias occurs when estimates of the exposure (intervention) and response
(outcome) relationship are not true due to a systematic error in the study.78,79
Bias is the difference in the expected value of an estimator
and the true value
of the parameter
(Equation 4.1). Bias can be further categorized as selection
bias, information bias, or confounding. Strategies to reduce selection bias,
information bias, and confounding at the study design phase include
randomization (random selection or random intervention assignment), precise
definitions of study variables, and a clear and specific intervention protocol with
data collection protocols.78 Strategies to reduce the impact of bias at the analysis
phase include re-defining the exposure, exclusions to the data, stratification, and
regression.78,79
Bias
(Equation 4.1)
In clinical trials, randomization is used for assignment to eliminate some
types of bias (particularly confounding) and ensure that subjects have equal
chances of receiving the intervention or not. This balances groups in terms of
confounders (known and unknown), and allows the use of statistical inferences to
test the effect of the intervention.80,81 The ITT analysis preserves and utilizes the
benefits of random intervention assignment.73,82 However, trials do not always go
as planned. In the event of non-compliance and/or loss to follow-up, the ITT
analysis may no longer provide unbiased estimates of the efficacy of the
intervention. Therefore, strategies to modify the ITT analysis may be utilized to
examine the differences between groups and minimize bias.73,75,82
The Green Dot High School Study (GDHS)
The Green Dot High School (GDHS) study was a longitudinal, cluster
randomized control trial in which 26 Kentucky (KY) high schools were
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randomized to be either control schools or to provide the Green Dot (GrDt)
sexual violence prevention intervention to students. The study was conducted
over five years (Baseline: Year 0 and Study Years 1-4, 2010-2014). The Green
Dot sexual violence prevention intervention was a two part intervention: (1) the
majority of students were to hear the GrDt speech, (2) approximately 12-15% of
students at each intervention high school were to be identified as Popular
Opinion Leaders (POLs)25 and were to receive additional intensive bystander
intervention training (POL training). The purpose of the GDHS intervention is to
change the campus culture resulting in decreased incidences of sexual violence
at the school level. The study is described in detail in Chapter 1 and
elsewhere.10,19,28
The GDHS Study and School-level Compliance
Intervention delivery began in study Year 1 with intervention schools
receiving the GrDt speech delivered by Rape Crisis Center educators.19 Ideally,
the majority of students (>50%) in Intervention Schools were to have received the
speech while students in Control Schools were not to have received the speech.
POL training was fully implemented in all schools in Y3 and Y4.19 In addition to
receiving the GrDt speech, ideally at least 12% of students at each intervention
high school who were identified as POLs were to receive POL training.19
In the GDHS study, compliance is defined by percent of students at each
school who either reported hearing a GrDt speech ever or who reported receiving
at least 2 hours of intensive bystander training in the previous 12 months. Quality
of intervention implementation was assessed by the GDHS study investigators. A
threshold for compliance or non-compliance was not specified in the study
protocol.
Defining Intent-to-Treat (ITT) and Modified ITT (mITT)
Intent to Treat (ITT)
The ITT analysis is the as randomized or effectiveness analysis.75,76 All
subjects are analyzed in the group to which they were assigned without
consideration of compliance to the intervention, withdrawal from the study,
protocol deviations, etc.75,82–84 Because the ITT analysis preserves the effects of
randomization, in a model scenario it reduces bias and is considered to be the
gold standard analysis for randomized controlled trials (RCT).73,76,82,84 Because
subjects who did not actually receive the intervention are analyzed in the
intervention group and vice versa for the control group, the ITT analysis is
considered to be a conservative estimate of the effectiveness of the
intervention.73,82
Potential impediments for the ITT analysis are missing data, loss to followup, and wrong treatment assignment or receipt (compliance). Wrong treatment
assignment or receipt and non-compliance are ignored in the ITT analysis.
Because the ITT analysis requires that all subjects be analyzed in the group to
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which they were assigned, missing data and/or loss to follow-up may not be
ignored and can result in either over- or under-estimation of the effect size.76,82–85
Modified Intent to Treat (mITT)
mITT analyses account for compliance in some way while comparing
groups. There are several types of mITT, but a single unified definition of mITT
has not been defined.75,82,84 The most common approaches to mITT are the Per
Protocol analysis, As Treated analysis, Instrumental Variable (IV) approach, and
adjustment for compliance.75,78,79,82,84 These analyses provide strategies for
examining the impacts of non-compliance, protocol deviations, loss to follow-up,
etc. Modified ITT analyses should be utilized with caution as they can over- or
under-estimate the effect size if used in the absence of non-compliance, protocol
deviations, loss to follow-up, etc. or if the modifications used are not clearly
specified.73,75,84
Per Protocol
In the Per Protocol analysis, units of inference are classified as
compliers or non-compliers. The units of inference that did not adhere to
the study protocol (i.e. non-compliant units of inference) are excluded from
analysis. The ITT analysis is then repeated among this subset of
compliant units of inference. The result of the Per Protocol analysis is the
efficacy of the intervention among compliant subjects, as only those
receiving the intervention as outlined in the protocol are included. In
studies where bias due to loss to follow-up or due to lack of compliance is
of concern, this is recommended as a sensitivity analysis to the ITT
analysis.73–75,82,84
Alternatively, compliance could be considered in terms of the
quality of intervention implementation, as assessed by the GDHS study
investigators. Then the impact of quality of intervention implementation on
the outcome would be examined.78,79
As Treated
In the As Treated analysis, the intervention that the units of
randomization were randomized to is not considered. Rather, the
intervention actually received is considered in this analysis. The result of
the As Treated analysis is the efficacy of the intervention as received. In
studies where bias due to lack of compliance is of concern, this is
recommended as a sensitivity analysis to the ITT analysis.73,75,84
Training-Adjusted
If compliance is associated with both the assignment of
intervention/control and with the outcome then it is reasonable to treat
compliance to be a confounder and multiple variable regression can be
used to adjust for compliance.78,79
In the GDHS study, compliance is defined by percent of students at
each school who either reported hearing a GrDt speech ever or who
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reported receiving at least 2 hours of intensive bystander training in the
previous 12 months. Because a threshold for compliance or noncompliance was not specified in the study protocol, adjusting for training
received is analogous to adjusting for a post-hoc definition of compliance.
Community-Based Studies and ITT/mITT: Gap in the Literature
In traditional randomized controlled trials (RCT), the unit of randomization
and the unit of analysis are the same. The as randomized analysis can be
problematic for the evaluation of efficacy when subjects of the RCT do not
receive the protocol intervention as intended (as randomized). This is generally
measured through compliance to the protocol. Compliance is typically assessed
for the individual as they either comply to the protocol or do not. In communitybased (or cluster) RCTs, the randomization occurs at the cluster/community level
(unit of randomization) while the outcomes are assessed on the individuals (unit
of analysis). The issue of compliance becomes more complex as two levels,
cluster/community and the individual, may have the opportunity to comply.
Recommendations for addressing compliance in cluster randomized trials include
an instrumental variable approach86,87, using indicators of compliance to adjust
estimates of the intervention effect88, or utilizing Bayesian methods89. However,
the focus of these strategies are for randomized trials in the context of measuring
individual level outcomes when randomization has occurred on a group level.90–93
Because the ultimate goal of the GDHS study is a change in school
culture which decreases the school-level incidents of sexual violence10, the unit
of inference91,94 should be the schools. The primary analysis is to investigate
whether schools randomized to intervention have greater reduction in violence
over time.19 Because the unit of inference and unit of randomization are the same
in the GDHS study, the appropriate analysis to investigate the effectiveness of
the GrDt intervention is the intent-to-treat (ITT) or as randomized analysis.
Results from previous work indicate that the GDHS intervention, analyzed as
randomized, is successful at reducing forms of violence perpetration and
victimization.19
The problem of compliance in cluster randomized trials where both the
unit of randomization and unit of analysis are at the cluster level is underaddressed in the literature. In fact, although the problem is occasionally
mentioned, there are no recommendations. When both the unit of randomization
and unit of analysis are at the cluster level, the trial meets the definition of a
traditional RCT. The recommendations for addressing compliance in traditional
RCT, however, may not be appropriate as compliance at a cluster level may be
more complicated than defining individuals (or in this case clusters) as
compliers/not compliers. Because individual responses are aggregated to
provide cluster-level outcomes, determining compliance at a cluster level
involves determining a threshold of what constitutes receiving the intervention for
a cluster (i.e. the unit of randomization).
In the GDHS, adherence to the protocol (compliance) and the dosage of
intervention received were directly linked. To assess the efficacy of the GrDt
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intervention in achieving the goal of a change in school culture which decreases
the incidents of sexual violence, it is necessary to estimate the effect of the
intervention versus control. It is likely that in the ITT analysis, the estimates of the
efficacy of the intervention are biased as they do not account for the differences
in the dosage of intervention received. One way of measuring the dosage of
intervention received is in terms of the school-level compliance to the study
protocol. Several quasi-experimental design strategies exist which may allow for
accounting for the dosage and condition received.95 However, by definition, the
GDHS study was not quasi-experimental.
Objective
While as randomized analyses have demonstrated the potential for the
GrDt intervention to reduce violence outcomes, the role of compliance in the
success of the intervention has not been fully examined. This chapter will
examine the role of compliance on evaluating the effects of the intervention
through various mITT analyses. It is hypothesized that after addressing
compliance, the effect of the GrDt intervention on reducing violence outcomes
will show a more pronounced effect than the ITT analysis. Specifically, it is
expected that adjusting the ITT analysis for the amount of training received will
produce unbiased estimates of the efficacy of the GrDt intervention and show a
more pronounced effect of the intervention than seen in the ITT analysis.
Analogy of Confounding to mITT Strategies
Confounding is a form of bias whereby the true relationship between the
intervention and the outcome is confused by a third factor. This factor is
associated with both the intervention and the outcome but is not in the causal
path between them. Confounding may result in either over- or under-estimation
of effects.78 Analytical strategies for handling confounding in epidemiologic
studies include stratifying the analysis by levels of the confounding variable, redefining the exposure, adjusting for the confounding variable, and using
mathematical modeling via a propensity scores approach.78,96 These strategies
perfectly parallel the mITT analyses strategies (per protocol, training-adjusted,
and as treated) when compliance is considered to be a confounder.
METHODS
Defining Compliance
Among intervention schools, compliers were defined as schools in which
(1) at least 50% of students self-reported ever hearing the GrDt speech in at
least one time point and (2) at least 5% of the students self-reported ever
receiving POL intervention training in Y3 and Y4. Among control schools,
compliers were defined as schools in which (1) no more than 10% of students
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self-reported ever hearing the GrDt speech at any time point and (2) no more
than 3% of students self-reported ever receiving POL training in Y3 and Y4.
Thresholds for compliers among control schools were set at non-zero values
because measurement of hearing the GrDt speech or receiving POL training
were computed based on student self-report and because there is a possibility
that a small number of students could have transferred from an intervention
school to a control school.
Quality of intervention implementation was assessed by the GDHS study
investigators. The quality of intervention implementation was graded as “A”, “B”,
“C”, or “Control”.
Outcome Measures
Total Violence Victimization Events per School (school-level aggregate
counts) is the self-reported frequency of violence victimization events
experienced in the past 12 months were measured at every survey for all N=26
schools. Total Violence Victimization Events per School are the sum of all items
of Sexual Violence Victimization, Sexual Harassment Victimization, Stalking
Victimization, Dating Violence Victimization, and Psychological Dating Violence
Victimization (items may be found in Table A1.1 of this dissertation). Possible
student responses were 0, 1-2, 3-5, 6-9, and 10 or more times for each item of
Sexual Violence Victimization, Sexual Harassment Victimization, Stalking
Victimization, Dating Violence Victimization, and Psychological Dating Violence
Victimization. The minimum value for from the range was used in creating the
Total Violence Victimization Events per School score to create a conservative
estimate of the frequency of violence experienced.
Statistical Methods
School level percentages of (1) students self-reporting having ever heard
a GrDt speech and (2) who reported receiving 2 or more hours of intensive
bystander intervention training (POL training) were described for each year.
School level profile plots were utilized to visualize the difference in the Total
Sexual Violence Events per School between schools defined as compliers and
those defined as non-compliers.
ITT and mITT analyses were used. A total of 26 schools were randomized
to receive either intervention or control conditions. Two schools dropped out of
the study; one intervention school in the final year of the study and one control
school after baseline data collection. In ITT analysis, the data for these schools
was imputed using last observation carried forward (LOCF) as multiple
imputation was not possible with the sample size of 26 schools.19 For all other
analyses, the data from these schools are analyzed on an available case basis.
Because the outcome is a school level sum, the models included the school size
as a covariate. In general, the primary measurement of the intervention effect
was the intervention by time interaction from the linear mixed model (PROC
GLIMMIX with an AR(1) R matrix and bias-corrected empirical SE estimates).97
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Table 4.1 provide details about each of the models used. The mean and
standard error of school-level sum of violence events are presented by
intervention and year for the ITT analysis, Per Protocol analysis, Quality of
Intervention Implementation analysis, and Training-Adjusted analysis. The
regression coefficients ( ) and standard error for the percent of students at each
school who reported hearing a speech ever are presented by year for the As
Treated analyses. AIC were provided for all models. A significance level of 0.05
was used for all statistical tests. Data were analyzed using SAS v9.4.
Table 4.1. Intent-to-treat and modified Intent-to-treat models used and their
respective independent variables.
Model
Independent Variables
intervention, time, intervention * time, total
Intent-to-Treat
attendance (for all 26 schools)
Per Protocol
Same as ITT (for schools in selected strata)
Quality of Intervention
Same as ITT (for schools in selected strata)
Implementation
Same as ITT ~PLUS~ % reporting speech ever, %
Training-Adjusted
reporting POL training ever (for all 26 schools)
% reporting speech ever, time, speech * time, total
attendance
~OR~
As Treated
% reporting POL training ever, time, training * time,
total attendance
(for all 26 schools)
Inclusion/Exclusion for Analyzable Dataset
Student responses which were identified as potentially mischievous
responses were excluded. These included students indicating they were never
drinkers while also indicating that they have a symptom of alcohol abuse;
reporting never being sexually active and yet being pregnant or having children;
or reporting never having been in a relationship while simultaneously reporting
being in a relationship in the last 12 months. Student responses which were
missing responses to questions of GrDt training, sexual violence impact
questions, violence victimization outcomes, or demographics (grade, race, sexual
attraction, sex) were excluded as they did not have the complete data needed for
analysis. Students who did not consent or whose parents did not consent were
excluded. (Figure 4.1) The number of schools included in each analysis may be
found in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4.1. Consort diagram of student responses used in computing school level
sums for analyzable datasets.
Table 4.2. Analyzable dataset sample sizes (N) for Intent-to-treat and modified
Intent-to-treat analyses by time.
Model
Y0
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
ITT Analysis
26
26
26
26
26
Per Protocol Analysis
12
12
12
12
12
Quality of Intervention
26
25
25
25
24
Implementation Analysis
Training-Adjusted Analysis
26
25
25
25
24
As Treated Analysis 26
25
25
25
24
Training in the last 12 months
As Treated Analysis - Speech 26
25
25
25
24
ever
RESULTS
Compliance
GDHS intervention implementation can functionally be described by three
phases – before intervention implementation (Y0), during intervention
implementation (Y1 and Y2), and after intervention was fully implemented (Y3
and Y4).19
During intervention implementation (Y1 and Y2), the percent of students at
each school who reported ever hearing a GrDt speech decreased among
Intervention schools while among Control schools was low and fairly constant. As
the intervention was becoming fully implemented (Y2 to Y3), there continued to
be a decrease in the percent of students at each school who reported ever
hearing a GrDt speech among Intervention schools. However, the percent of
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students at each school who reported ever hearing a GrDt speech among
Control schools began to increase from Y2 to Y3. After the intervention was fully
implemented (Y3 and Y4) the percent of students at each school who reported
ever hearing a GrDt speech among Intervention schools was relatively constant
but was increasing among Control schools. (Figure 4.2)
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Figure 4.2. Percent of students at each school who reported ever hearing a
Green Dot speech by time. Dashed line indicates the threshold for an
Intervention school being defined as a complier. Solid line indicates the threshold
for a Control school being defined as a complier.
Throughout both intervention implementation (Y1 and Y2) and when the
intervention was fully implemented (Y3 and Y4) the percent of students at each
school who reported ever receiving POL training among Intervention schools
showed an increasing trend while among Control schools was low and relatively
constant. During Y3 and Y4, when the intervention was fully implemented,
between 6% and 26% of students in Intervention schools reported receiving at
least 2 hours of training with an average of 13.6% in Y3 and an average of 14.2%
in Y4. Some students (max 3.6%) in Control schools did report receiving POL
training. (Figure 4.3)
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Figure 4.3. Percent of students at each school who reported ever receiving at
least 2 hours of training by time. Dashed line indicates the threshold for an
Intervention school being defined as a complier. Solid line indicates the threshold
for a Control school being defined as a complier.
Eight Intervention schools and six Control schools met the thresholds for
being defined as a complier. Among Control schools, compliers tend to have
lower Total Sexual Violence Victimization Events per School than non-compliers.
However, this is not observed among Intervention schools. In Intervention
schools, compliance and Total Sexual Violence Victimization Events per School
do not appear to have a relationship. (Figure 4.4a and 4.4b)
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Figure 4.4a. School Profile Plot of Total Sexual Violence Victimization Events per School among Complier and Noncomplier Control Schools (as defined for Per Protocol analysis).
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Figure 4.4b. School Profile Plot of Total Sexual Violence Victimization Events per School among Complier and Noncomplier Intervention Schools (as defined for Per Protocol analysis).

Classification of schools as compliers/non-compliers and rating of the
quality of intervention implementation are only occasionally in agreement. (Table
4.3)
Table 4.3. Classification of compliance as defined for the Per Protocol analysis
versus the Quality of Intervention Implementation analysis.
Quality of Intervention Implementation
Control
A
B
C
5
3
1
3
Complier
0
4
2
Non-Complier 8
Quality of Intervention Implementation in Intervention Schools and Total
Violence Victimization Events per School do not appear to have a relationship.
(Figure 4.5)
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Figure 4.5. School Profile Plot of Total Sexual Violence Victimization Events per
School among Intervention Schools by Quality of Intervention Implementation (as
defined for the quality of intervention implementation analysis).
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Difference (Y1 - Y3) in Total
Sexual Violence Victimization
Events per School

Among those schools with greater percentages of students reporting speech ever
or POL training ever, there is an increased difference in the Total Sexual
Violence Victimization Events per School between Y1 and Y3.
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Figure 4.6. Association of school level percent of students reporting speech ever
or training ever and the difference in the Total Sexual Violence Victimization
Events per School between Y1 and Y3.
Sexual Violence Victimization
At Y0 (before intervention implementation) there were no significant
differences in sociodemographic, violence risk characteristics, student exposure
to violence, and measures of violence impact between Intervention and Control
schools. (Table 4.4)
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Table 4.4. Demographic Characteristics of Total Population at Y0 by Intervention Status (average of school-level percents
or totals).
Intervention Control
Sample Characteristics
T test p-value
(N = 13)
(N = 13)
Sociodemographic factors
Sex: % Female
54.56 (0.89) 54.11 (0.83) 0.37 NS
Grade: % Grade 9
31.1 (1.54) 30.27 (0.91) 0.47 NS
Race: % White
82.51 (4.73) 87.22 (3.31) -0.82 NS
Urban-Rural Residence*
4.54 (0.76) 5.15 (0.78) -0.56 NS
%Living in Poverty (Census 2010)
25.63 (2.48) 25.52 (2.72) 0.03 NS
% Free or Reduced Meal
44.33 (3.36) 45.47 (3.42) -0.24 NS
Violence Risk Characteristics
Sexual Attraction: % Exclusively Attracted to
86.34 (0.96) 86.72 (0.54) -0.35 NS
Opposite Sex
% Currently in a Romantic Relationship
50.2 (1.1)
50.17 (1.38) 0.02 NS
% Witnessed Parental IPV (lifetime)
24.74 (0.83) 25.7 (0.83) -0.81 NS
% Binge Drinking in Past Month
26.97 (1.2) 28.16 (1.28) -0.68 NS
Students' exposure to violence in the past 12 months
362.46
369.85
Sexual Violence (Unwanted Sex) Victim
-0.12 NS
(43.82)
(45.47)
1613.69
1606
Sexual Harassment Victim
0.03 NS
(152.45)
(179.94)
1008.69
Stalking Victim
962 (101.1) 0.32 NS
(108.13)
218.23
217.31
Physical Dating Violence Victim
0.03 NS
(24.47)
(20.17)
2021.62
2134.62
Psychological Dating Violence Victim
-0.41 NS
(197.53)
(193.12)

Sample Characteristics

Intervention
(N = 13)

Control
(N = 13)

T test p-value

Sexual violence, sexual harassment, stalking,
5224.69
5289.77
psychological DV, physical DV victimization
-0.09
(509.31)
(522.14)
frequency score
Measures of violence impact: in past 12 months, # times student
Was physically hurt because of unwanted
75.62
76.62 (11.3)
0.07
sexual activity or dating violence
(10.14)
Missed School because of unwanted sexual
49.92 (8.2) 52.54 (6.98) -0.24
activity or dating violence
Went to a doctor/nurse/hospital or got help from
a School Counselor, Social Worker, Therapist 96.38
87.69
0.50
or Other Mental Health Expert because of
(14.08)
(10.21)
unwanted sexual activity or dating violence

NS

NS
NS

NS
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Intent-to-Treat
The ITT analysis of Total Violence Victimization has a significant time by
intervention interaction (F = 5.77; df = 4, 96; p = 0.0003). Among Intervention
schools, there was not a significant difference in the number of Total Violence
Victimization Events per school (TVV) before intervention implementation began
(Y0) as compared to Control schools (p = 0.2245). During intervention
implementation (Y1 and Y2) there were no significant differences in TVV
between Intervention and Control schools (p = 0.2591 and p = 0.8094
respectively). After the intervention was fully implemented (Y3 and Y4) there
were significant differences in TVV between Intervention and Control schools (p
= 0.0030 and p = 0.0488). (Figure 4.7) TVV events per school by study year for
the ITT analysis may be found in Table 4.7.

Figure 4.7. Intent-to-treat marginal means of Total Sexual Violence Victimization
events per school by time and intervention status.
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Modified Intent-to-Treat
Per Protocol Analysis
The Per Protocol analysis of Total Violence Victimization has a significant
time by intervention interaction (F = 9.39; df = 4, 40; p < 0.0001). Excluding noncomplier schools, before intervention implementation began (Y0) there is a
significant difference TVV between Intervention schools and Control schools (p =
0.0437). Excluding non-complier schools, during intervention implementation (Y1
and Y2), there were no significant differences in TVV between Intervention and
Control schools (p = 0.1889 and p = 0.7933 respectively). Excluding noncomplier schools, there was a significant difference in TVV between Intervention
and Control schools during the first year the intervention was fully implemented
(Y3) (p = 0.0154) but not during the final year of the study (Y4) (p = 0.2019).
(Figure 4.8) TVV events per school by study year for the Per Protocol analysis
may be found in Table 4.7.

Figure 4.8. Per Protocol marginal means of Total Sexual Violence Victimization
events per school by time and intervention status among compliant schools.
The Quality of Intervention Implementation analysis of Total Violence
Victimization has a significant time by quality of intervention implementation
interaction (F = 24.08; df = 12, 83; p < 0.0001). There is no significant difference
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in TVV before intervention implementation began (Y0) between A Quality
Intervention and Control (p = 0.3077), B Quality Intervention and Control (p =
0.7740), or C Quality Intervention and Control (p = 0.2994). During intervention
implementation (Y1 and Y2) there were no significant differences in TVV
between A Quality Intervention and Control schools (p = 0.6641 and p = 0.5062
respectively), B Quality Intervention and Control schools (p = 0.7430 and p =
0.8014 respectively), or C Quality Intervention and Control (p = 0.2127 and p =
0.1224 respectively). The first year after the intervention was fully implemented
(Y3), there were significant differences in TVV between A Quality Intervention
and Control schools (p < 0.0001) and between B Quality Intervention and Control
schools (p = 0.0019) but not between C Quality Intervention and Control schools
(p = 0.4546). In the final year of the study (Y4), there were no significant
differences in TVV between A Quality Intervention and Control schools (p =
0.0893), B Quality Intervention and Control schools (p = 0.0563), or C Quality
Intervention and Control schools (p = 0.7128). (Figure 4.9) TVV events per
school by study year for the Quality of Intervention Implementation analysis may
be found in Table 4.7

Figure 4.9. Marginal means of Total Sexual Violence Victimization events per
school by time and intervention implementation quality.
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Training-adjusted Analysis
The Training-adjusted analysis of Total Violence Victimization has a
significant time by intervention interaction (F = 3.94; df = 4, 78; p = 0.0057).
There is no significant difference in TVV before intervention implementation
began (Y0) between Intervention and Control schools after adjusting for the dose
of intervention received (p = 0.5763). During intervention implementation (Y1 and
Y2) there were no significant differences in TVV between Intervention and
Control schools after adjusting for the dose of intervention received (p = 0.8527
and p = 0.4791 respectively). The first year after the intervention was fully
implemented (Y3), there was a significant difference in TVV between Intervention
and Control schools after adjusting for dose of intervention received (p = 0.0187)
but not during the final year of the study (Y4) (p = 0.0640). (Figure 4.10) TVV
events per school by study year for the Training-adjusted analysis may be found
in Table 4.7

Figure 4.10. Marginal means of Total Sexual Violence Victimization events per
school by time and intervention status adjusting for percent of students in each
school who reported ever hearing a speech and who reported having at least 2
hours of training in the last 12 months.
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As Treated Analysis
The As Treated analysis of Total Violence Victimization with Speech ever
has a significant time by intervention interaction (p < 0.0001). The As Treated
analysis of Total Violence Victimization with Training in the last 12 months has a
significant time by intervention interaction (p < 0.0001).
In Y1 and Y2 before the intervention was fully implemented, there were
increases in the number of violence events for each 1% increase in the percent
of students reporting receiving the intensive bystander training intervention. For
each 1% increase in percent of students reporting receiving intensive bystander
training intervention, there is a decrease of 62 violence events in Y3 (the first
year the intervention was fully implemented). In Y4, for each 1% increase in the
percent of students reporting receiving the intensive bystander training
intervention, there is a decrease of 34 violence events. (Table 4.5)
In Y1 and Y2 before the intervention was fully implemented, there were
increases in the number of violence events for each 1% increase in the percent
of students reporting ever hearing a speech. For each 1% increase in the percent
of students reporting ever hearing a speech, there is a decrease of 20 violence
events in Y3 (the first year the intervention was fully implemented). In Y4, for
each 1% increase in the percent of students reporting ever hearing a speech,
there is a decrease of 14 violence events. (Table 4.5)
Table 4.5. Parameter estimates (Standard Error) for the As Treated analysis of
Total Violence Victimization.
Training in the last 12 months
Speech ever
Time
P-value
P-value
Y1
78.6 (35.25)
0.0374
16.7 (8.42)
0.0602
Y2
48.1 (42.66)
0.2723
10.9 (10.90) 0.3509
Y3
-81.2 (41.38)
0.0637
-24.1 (10.71) 0.0355
Y4
-32.3 (37.83)
0.4039
-13.0 (13.03) 0.2967
Comparison of Analyses
Of the analysis strategies, the Per Protocol analysis has the best AIC
(844.77). Of the analysis strategies that include all subjects, the Trainingadjusted analysis has best the AIC (1731.93). The AIC for the As Treated
(training in the last 12 months) analysis was 1769.14 while the AIC for the As
Treated (speech ever) analysis was 1965.62.
All of the analysis strategies indicated a significant intervention by time
interaction. (Table 4.6) During full intervention implementation, estimates of the
effect size from the Per Protocol analysis are quite similar to estimates from the
ITT analysis. Estimates from ‘A’ Quality of Intervention Implementation are
similar to the ITT analysis; estimates from ‘B’ Quality of Intervention
Implementation are nearly twice as large as the ITT analysis; and estimates from
the ‘C’ Quality of Intervention Implementation are smaller than estimates from the
ITT analysis. Estimates of the effect size from the Training-Adjusted analysis are
approximately twice as large as the ITT analysis. (Table 4.6)
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Table 4.6. Model Fit Statistics for approaches for the relationship of Total Violence Victimization Events per School and
Intervention Status over Time. Events are presented as Mean (SE) (95% Confidence Interval).
Difference from Control
Analytical Approach
AIC
Y3
Y4
1398.09 (459.47)
698.55 (350.00)
2015.08
ITT
(486.05,2310.14)
(3.81,1393.30)
1425.09 (562.90)
680.15 (524.22)
844.77
Per Protocol
(287.43,2562.75)
(-379.34,1739.64)
1772.49 (404.58)
610.01 (354.85)
‘A’ Quality of Intervention Implementation
(967.79,2577.19)
(-95.77,1315.80)
2015.47 (629.67)
1322.73 (683.42)
1779.80
‘B’ Quality of Intervention Implementation
(763.07,3267.86)
(-36.57,2682.02)
556.30 (740.39)
156.42 (423.53)
‘C’ Quality of Intervention Implementation
(-916.30,2028.90)
(-685.96,998.80)
2181.88 (908.31)
1399.46 (744.82)
1731.93
Training-Adjusted
(373.58,3990.17)
(-83.36,2882.28)
AIC: smaller is better

The Per Protocol analysis estimates of difference from control are
essentially identical to ITT analysis estimates of difference from control at Y2
through Y4. At Y0 and Y1 there are differences between the Per Protocol and
ITT analyses. However the difference at Y0 and Y1 are not consistent; at Y0 the
ITT analysis estimate of difference from control is smaller than the Per Protocol
analysis estimate of difference from control while at Y1 the ITT analysis estimate
of difference from control is larger than the Per Protocol analysis estimate of
difference from control. At all time points except Y4, the ITT analysis estimates of
difference from control are closer to 0 than the Per Protocol analysis estimates of
difference from control. (Figure 4.11) At Y0, the ITT analysis estimate of
difference from control is approximately 500 violence events smaller than the Per
Protocol analysis. At Y1, the ITT analysis estimate of difference from control is
approximately 400 violence events larger than the Per Protocol analysis. At Y2,
the analyses are fairly similar, with the ITT analysis estimate of difference from
control being only 50 violence events larger than the Per Protocol analysis. At Y3
the ITT analysis estimate of difference from control is approximately 25 violence
events smaller than the Per Protocol analysis while at Y4 the ITT analysis
estimate of difference from control is approximately 20 violence events larger
than the Per Protocol analysis. (Table 4.7)

Figure 4.11. Difference in Total Violence Victimization Events per School for the
Per Protocol versus Intent-to-treat analysis.
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Estimates of difference from control from the Quality of Intervention
Implementation analysis depend on the quality of intervention delivered (A, B, or
C). The differences between the levels of the Quality of Intervention
Implementation analysis and the ITT analysis are not consistent. (Figure 4.12) At
Y0, the ITT analysis estimate of difference from control is approximately 400
violence events smaller than the estimate of difference from control of Quality of
Intervention Implementation level A, approximately 400 violence events larger
than the estimate of difference from control of Quality of Intervention
Implementation level B, and approximately 150 violence events smaller than
estimate of difference from control of Quality of Intervention Implementation level
C. At Y1, the ITT analysis estimate of difference from control is approximately
150 violence events smaller than the estimate of difference from control of
Quality of Intervention Implementation level A, approximately 300 violence
events smaller than the estimate of difference from control of Quality of
Intervention Implementation level B, and approximately 450 violence events
larger than the estimate of difference from control of Quality of Intervention
Implementation level C. At Y2, the ITT analysis estimate of difference from
control is approximately 550 violence events smaller than the estimate of
difference from control of Quality of Intervention Implementation level A,
approximately 300 violence events smaller than the estimate of difference from
control of Quality of Intervention Implementation level B, and approximately 650
violence events larger than the estimate of difference from control of Quality of
Intervention Implementation level C. At Y3, the ITT analysis estimate of
difference from control is approximately 350 violence events smaller than the
estimate of difference from control of Quality of Intervention Implementation level
A, approximately 600 violence events smaller than the estimate of difference
from control of Quality of Intervention Implementation level B, and approximately
850 violence events larger than the estimate of difference from control of Quality
of Intervention Implementation level C. At Y4, the ITT analysis estimate of
difference from control is approximately 100 violence events larger than the
estimate of difference from control of Quality of Intervention Implementation level
A, approximately 600 violence events smaller than the estimate of difference
from control of Quality of Intervention Implementation level B, and approximately
500 violence events larger than the estimate of difference from control of Quality
of Intervention Implementation level C. (Table 4.7)
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Figure 4.12. Difference in Total Violence Victimization Events per School for the
Quality of Intervention Implementation versus Intent-to-treat analysis.
The estimates of difference from control between the ITT analysis and the
Training-adjusted analysis at Y0 exhibit a small difference. Meanwhile, the ITT
analysis estimates of difference from control observed at Y1 through Y4 are
consistently smaller than the Training-adjusted analysis estimates of difference
from control. (Figure 4.13) At Y0, the ITT analysis estimate of difference from
control is approximately 200 violence events larger than the Training-adjusted
analysis estimate of difference from control. At both Y1 and Y2, the ITT analysis
estimate of difference from control is approximately 750 violence events smaller
than the Training-adjusted analysis estimate of difference from control. At Y3, the
ITT analysis estimate of difference from control is approximately 750 violence
events smaller than the Training-adjusted analysis estimate of difference from
control; at Y4, the ITT analysis estimate of difference from control is
approximately 700 violence events smaller than the Training-adjusted analysis
estimate of difference from control. (Table 4.7)
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Figure 4.13. Difference in Total Violence Victimization Events per School for the
Training-Adjusted versus Intent-to-treat analysis.
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Table 4.7. Total Violence Victimization Events per School by Intervention Status over Time. Events are presented as
Mean (SE) (95% Confidence Interval).
Time
Approach

Y0

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Intervention *
Time F test p
value

4946.38 (350.19)
(4251.26,5641.49)

5496.30 (392.90)
(4716.41,6276.19)

4924.76 (341.23)
(4247.43,5602.09)

3435.30 (371.77) 3601.38 (270.26)
5.770.0003
(2697.35,4173.25) (3064.91,4137.84)

5495.01 (267.68)
(4963.67,6026.35)

4958.93 (248.46)
(4465.75,5452.11)

4821.47 (256.41)
(4312.50,5330.44)

4833.39 (277.18) 4299.93 (240.11)
(4283.19,5383.60) (3823.32,4776.54)

548.63 (448.73)
(-342.10,1439.36)

-537.37 (473.36)
(-1476.98,402.24)

-103.29 (426.96)
(-950.80,744.21)

1398.09 (459.47)
(486.05,2310.14)

4417.95 (405.29)
(3598.83,5237.07)

5750.24 (635.74)
(4465.37,7035.11)

4791.38 (587.35)
(3604.30,5978.46)

3267.38 (477.20) 3580.52 (485.61)
9.39<.0001
(2302.91,4231.85) (2599.07,4561.97)

5437.87 (238.60)
(4955.63,5920.10)

4785.07 (227.55)
(4325.18,5244.96)

4632.07 (139.35)
(4350.43,4913.71)

4692.47 (250.40) 4260.67 (238.63)
(4186.40,5198.54) (3778.39,4742.95)

2

Per Protocol - C-I
difference

1019.92 (489.56)
(30.47,2009.36)

-965.17 (722.05)
(-2424.49,494.15)

-159.31 (603.88)
(-1379.79,1061.17)

1425.09 (562.90)
(287.43,2562.75)

4

Training-adjusted Intervention

5676.31 (697.18)
(4288.32,7064.30)

5246.93 (725.40)
(3802.78,6691.08)

4584.88 (609.71)
(3371.05,5798.72)

3048.40 (602.67) 3299.01 (461.28)
3.940.0057
(1848.57,4248.23) (2380.67,4217.34)

4

6033.88 (514.58)
(5009.42,7058.33)

5444.58 (424.40)
(4599.67,6289.50)

5252.04 (418.52)
(4418.84,6085.25)

5230.27 (432.79) 4698.46 (377.00)
(4368.66,6091.89) (3947.91,5449.01)

Training-adjusted - C-I 357.56 (637.17)
difference
(-910.95,1626.08)

197.65 (1061.18)
(-1915.00,2310.30)

667.16 (938.06)
(-1200.37,2534.69)

2181.88 (908.31)
(373.58,3990.17)

5

Quality of Intervention
Implementation - 'A'

4606.55 (890.10)
(2836.19,6376.92)

5358.89 (808.06)
(3751.69,6966.08)

4400.22 (631.71)
(3143.77,5656.66)

3103.22 (275.02) 3691.22 (249.01)
24.08<.0001
(2556.21,3650.23) (3195.95,4186.49)

5

Quality of Intervention
Implementation - 'B'

5374.04 (514.92)
(4349.89,6398.19)

5214.44 (615.90)
(3989.45,6439.44)

4665.64 (698.87)
(3275.62,6055.67)

2860.24 (561.84) 2978.51 (640.99)
(1742.77,3977.71) (1703.60,4253.41)

5

4832.41 (626.80)
(3585.73,6079.09)

5970.41 (733.20)
(4512.10,7428.72)

5608.41 (394.37)
(4824.02,6392.80)

4319.41 (676.83) 4144.81 (337.18)
(2973.22,5665.60) (3474.18,4815.44)

1

ITT - Intervention

1

ITT - Control

1

ITT - C-I difference

2

Per Protocol –
Intervention
2

Per Protocol - Control
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Training-adjusted Control
4

Quality of Intervention
Implementation - 'C'

698.55 (350.00)
(3.81,1393.30)

680.15 (524.22)
(-379.34,1739.64)

1399.46 (744.82)
(-83.36,2882.28)

Time
Approach

Y0

Y1

Y2

Y3

Y4

Intervention *
Time F test p
value

5

Quality of Intervention
Implementation Control
5
Quality of Intervention
Implementation - C-'A'

5544.95 (266.40)
(5015.09,6074.81)

4991.26 (261.95)
(4470.25,5512.28)

4855.95 (276.08)
(4306.83,5405.07)

4875.71 (299.17) 4301.23 (256.40)
(4280.67,5470.75) (3791.25,4811.21)

938.40 (914.23)
(-879.97,2756.77)

-367.62 (843.62)
(-2045.54,1310.29)

455.73 (682.60)
(-901.93,1813.39)

1772.49 (404.58)
(967.79,2577.19)

610.01 (354.85)
(-95.77,1315.80)

5

Quality of Intervention
Implementation - C-'B'

170.91 (593.16)
-223.18 (678.30)
(-1008.86,1350.68) (-1572.29,1125.93)

190.31 (754.32)
(-1310.00,1690.62)

2015.47 (629.67)
(763.07,3267.86)

1322.73 (683.42)
(-36.57,2682.02)

5

712.54 (682.32)
(-644.56,2069.64)

-752.46 (482.12)
(-1711.38,206.46)

556.30 (740.39)
(-916.30,2028.90)

156.42 (423.53)
(-685.96,998.80)

Quality of Intervention
Implementation - C-'C'

-979.15 (779.75)
(-2530.03,571.74)
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All analyses are adjusted for total number of students at the school.
1
ITT, mischievous not included. Not adjusting for speech and training. Missing observations imputed by LOCF.
2
Per protocol, mischievous not included. Non-compliers are excluded. Compliers are defined as intervention schools with
50% or more speech ever at at least one time point and who have 5% or more trained ever at Y3 or Y4; control schools
who have less than 10% speech ever at every time point and less than 3% trained ever at any time point. Schools missing
observations are excluded from analysis.
4
Training-adjusted, mischievous not included. Adjusting for speech ever and training in last 12 months. Schools missing
observations analyzed on an available case basis.
5
Quality of intervention implementation, mischievous not included. Schools missing observations analyzed on an
available case basis.

DISCUSSION
As anticipated, when taking into account the amount of intervention
received, the effect of the intervention appeared to be greater for those with more
ideal intervention implementation. This indicates that the intervention may work
as designed to reduce multiple forms of violence victimization.
Compliance
Compliance to the GrDt intervention varies between schools and depends
on consideration of speeches or of POL training. The definition of compliance, in
terms of both speeches and POL training, adopted for this chapter was as lenient
as possible while maintaining the spirit of the GDHS protocol since no definition
of compliance was determined a priori. Despite this, nearly half of the schools in
the study were unable to be classified as compliers. In Y3 and Y4, only one
Intervention school has more than 50% of students who self-report hearing a
GrDt speech ever. Likewise, students at Control schools were not supposed to
hear GrDt speeches and every year of the study at least one Control school had
more than 10% of students who self-reported hearing a GrDt speech ever.
(Figure 4.2) By Y3 and Y4, most Intervention schools had at least 5% of students
self-report receiving POL training while Control schools have very few (<3.6%)
students who report ever receiving POL training. (Figure 4.3)
Compliance is a particularly difficult issue in school-based studies.
Although GrDt speeches were provided at the intervention schools and not at the
control schools, the assessment of compliance depends on student-reported
accounts of receiving speeches. This may be less problematic for recounting
training received as students are not likely to forget an intensive, lengthy training
session.
Choice of Analysis
Strategies for addressing non-compliance in RCTs have most often been
focused on studies in which compliance is all-or-nothing and/or which are largesample methods.73,98 The instrumental variable (IV) approach, in particular, has
been proposed as an analytical solution to the problem of non-compliance.86,96 In
this two-step approach, the relationship of intervention assignment and
intervention receipt are first modeled. Then the relationship of the endpoint and
the predicted probabilities of receiving the intervention are modeled.73,75,76,99,100
However, this is a large-sample method73,98 and in cases of poor compliance
(less than 70% compliance to the protocol) may produce biased estimates.100
Large sample and all-or-nothing strategies for non-compliance may be
inappropriate in the context of school-based diffusion trials as compliance in
these studies is rarely all-or-nothing. Ten Have et al. 2008 noted that adherence
to study protocol in behavioral and psychiatric trials is often quite poor,
particularly in comparison to more controlled non-behavioral medical trials.75 The
strategies used to estimate intervention effect in these behavioral studies with
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poor adherence to study protocol are the same as the strategies outlined in this
chapter.
Previously, it has been demonstrated that using the ITT analysis, the GrDt
intervention is effective at reducing school level counts of sexual violence
perpetration.19 This chapter demonstrates that using the ITT analysis, the GrDt
intervention is effective at reducing the counts of Total Violence Victimization
Events per School.
All of the mITT analyses considered – Per Protocol, As Treated, and
Training-adjusted – indicated that the GrDt intervention is efficacious at reducing
the counts of Total Violence Victimization Events per School. Therefore, the
choice of the best analysis strategy does not impact the conclusions drawn about
the intervention, but it does impact the estimates about the effect of the GrDt
intervention.
Estimates of Total Violence Victimization in Control schools from the Per
Protocol analysis are similar to, though consistently lower than, estimates from
the ITT analysis. Among Control schools, compliers generally had lower counts
of Total Violence Victimization Events per School at all time points than noncompliers. (Figure 4.4a) However, profile plots among Intervention schools show
no consistent differences in compliers and non-compliers. (Figure 4.4b)
Estimates of the Total Violence Victimization among control schools from the
Quality of Intervention Implementation and the ITT analyses are nearly identical.
Estimates of the Total Violence Victimization in intervention schools from the
Quality of Intervention Implementation show similar trends to intervention schools
in the ITT analysis. The estimates of the Total Violence Victimization in
intervention schools in the ITT analysis appear to be more heavily influenced by
schools with lower quality intervention implementation.
One potential pitfall of the Per Protocol analysis is excluding a large
number of groups (recall that there are only 26 schools represented in the GDHS
study). Another potential pitfall is the failure to account for student absence on
either the day the speech or training was conducted or on the day the survey was
administered. Yet another potential pitfall is in failing to account for the selfreported nature of the assessment of whether students heard the GrDt speech or
received the intensive bystander intervention training. (Table 4.8) This leads us
to search for an alternative to the Per Protocol analysis which will allow us to
continue to analyze all 26 schools while accounting for the degree to which each
school was compliant with the GDHS protocol.
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Table 4.8. Comparison of methods for handling non-compliers in the Green Dot
High School study.
mITT
Per Protocol Analysis




Quality of Intervention
Implementation
Analysis



Training-Adjusted
Analysis





As Treated Analysis





Pros
Best model fit
criterion (AIC and
BIC)
Gives estimate of the
efficacy of the
intervention
Shows increased
efficacy of
intervention with
better implementation
Gives estimates of
the efficacy of the
intervention which
account for the dose
of intervention
received
Shows increased
efficacy of
intervention with
better implementation
Gives estimates of
the efficacy of the
intervention as
received
Predict TVV for given
percent speech or
given percent training











Cons
Decreased sample
size
Selection Bias

Measure of quality of
intervention
implementation is
arbitrary/subjective
Potential for
multicollinearity of
compliance variable
with the
intervention/control
variable.

Quasi-experimental
May be difficult to
interpret in context of
a randomized
community based
prevention trial

The training-adjusted analysis of Total Violence Victimization produces
conclusions that are similar to those of the ITT analysis. However, the estimated
marginal means for the training-adjusted analysis are different from those of the
ITT analysis. Estimates of the difference in the number violence events between
Control and Intervention schools are greater in the training-adjusted analysis
than in the ITT analysis. This indicates that when the amount of training received
is accounted for the effect size of the impact of the Intervention is greater than
when the amount of training received is not accounted for.
The As Treated analysis of Total Violence Victimization cannot be directly
compared to the ITT analysis as the As Treated analysis utilizes a continuous
measure of intervention receipt as opposed to the binary measure of intervention
assignment utilized by the ITT analysis. Like the ITT analysis, the greatest effect
observed in the As Treated analysis occurs during Y3, the first year of
intervention implementation.
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In the GDHS study, the model that provides the best fit (using the AIC)
without a drastically reduced sample size is the training-adjusted analysis. In this
study, the per protocol analysis drastically reduces the sample size thereby
reducing power and is potentially subject to a selection bias. The quality of
intervention implementation analysis, may be a good choice in other schoolbased diffusion trials, but is a poor choice for the GDHS study as the measure of
quality of intervention implementation is subjective. The as treated analysis has a
poorer model fit than the training-adjusted analysis and is more difficult to
interpret. Therefore, the recommended analysis for the GDHS study to estimate
the efficacy of the GrDt intervention on TVV is the training-adjusted analysis.
Conclusions
Randomized community-based prevention trials present unique
challenges at both the implementation and analysis phases. Because of the
challenges they present at the implementation level, the ITT analysis may
provide estimates of the GrDt intervention efficacy which are biased towards the
null. Randomized community-based prevention trials share many characteristics
with quasi-experimental design studies. However, they are not a true quasiexperimental design as assignment of the intervention is randomized. Therefore,
randomized community-based prevention trials should be considered as a
separate class of trials from both RCT and quasi-experimental designs.
The choice of best analytical method for a randomized community-based
prevention trial may vary depending on the purpose of the analysis. To obtain
unbiased estimates of the efficacy of the GrDt intervention, the best analytical
method is the training-adjusted analysis.
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Chapter 5. Impact of the Green Dot Intervention on High School Culture and
subsequent impact on Reproductive Coercion
SYNOPSIS
Bystander prevention programs are intended to decrease rates of sexual
violence (SV) by changing the culture of the community in which they have been
implemented. Previous research on the effectiveness of bystander prevention
programs has focused on college campuses. However, SV often begins among
middle or high school students. The Green Dot (GrDt) program
(www.livethegreendot.org) is a bystander prevention program which was
originally developed for use on college campuses and modified for
implementation among high school students. The Green Dot High School study
was a 5 year randomized controlled trial which studied the effectiveness of the
GrDt at reducing SV among high school students. The results of the trial have
been published; however, no work has been done to investigate whether the
GrDt program works through changing school culture. This chapter describes the
diffusion of the GrDt program, describes the culture change associated with
implementation of the GrDt program, and examines the impact of dose of GrDt
program on the SV outcome of Reproductive Coercion (RC) among high school
students. Results from this chapter indicate that with increased school-level
exposure to the GrDt, there are decreased student reports of RC. Further,
evidence from this chapter suggests that the GrDt does indeed work by changing
school culture but that for this culture change to occur, regular and repeated
programming (e.g. over multiple study years) is needed rather than a single
school-level exposure to the GrDt.
Keywords
Sexual violence, Bystander, High school, Culture change, Green Dot

INTRODUCTION
Reproductive Coercion (RC) is a form of sexual violence (SV), and more
specifically a form of intimate partner violence (IPV), which involves partner
control over contraception or pregnancy to gain or maintain power, typically in an
intimate or dating relationship, among women and adolescents of all ages.35,36
Increased reports of RC are associated with having a history of abuse29–31,34,36–44,
younger age of the victim31,44, financial hardship30, and non-white race30,37.101 In
published reports of RC in adolescents, increased reports of RC are associated
with the victim being in a relationship with an older partner.38 In addition,
engaging in risky behaviors, such as binge drinking, are associated with
increased reports of RC.101
Few interventions to reduce experiences of RC have been tested.40
Programs to decrease or prevent RC and/or IPV among adolescent populations
are even further limited. However, there is a clear need for interventions to
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reduce RC in adolescents to be tested. RC is associated with multiple physical
and mental health outcomes31–34 and with IPV29–31,34,36–44. Additionally,
prevalence of RC among adolescents has been found to be high. Among a
sample of Kentucky high school females, prevalence of RC in the previous 12
months was found to be 22.8% (adjusting for high school grade, race,
free/reduced meals, being in a current relationship, and binge drinking)101 while
among a sample of teen parents, prevalence of RC in the previous 12 months
was found to be 51%38.
Recent evidence has established that the Green Dot (GrDt) program is
effective and efficacious at reducing SV and IPV (victimization and perpetration)
among schools implementing the GrDt program as compared to control
schools.19 The GrDt aims to reduce violence by changing the social landscape of
the school and community in which it has been implemented.10 This could be
particularly impactful in reducing RC. Changing social or cultural norms could
discourage acceptance of versions of masculinity which include a higher
likelihood for the perpetration of RC.50 In addition, RC is higher among younger
students (Grades 9 and 10) as compared to older students (Grades 11 and 12)101
and younger students in a relationship with older students are at increased risk of
RC38. Therefore, these younger students may receive a greater benefit from the
change in the school’s cultural landscape. Finally, as IPV and RC often occur in
the same relationship30,31,39,40,43, reduction in one may result in the reduction of
the other.
The purpose of this chapter is to describe the diffusion of the GrDt
program in the Green Dot High School (GDHS) study and to investigate whether
the school-level dosage of GrDt culture, resulting from the implementation of the
GrDt program, is associated with reductions in RC among Kentucky high school
students. It is hypothesized that with increased school-level dosage of GrDt
culture, reductions in RC will occur as a result of changing cultural norms.
METHODS
Participation and Eligibility
Twenty six public high schools in Kentucky were recruited to participate in
the GDHS study (described in detail in Chapter 1 and elsewhere) 10,19,28,102.
Thirteen schools were randomized to receive the GrDt intervention.19 This
chapter will focus solely on schools receiving the GrDt intervention. Its purpose is
to investigate the relationship of the school-level GrDt culture associated with the
GrDt intervention with student reports of experiencing RC.
In this study, the exposure sample (all consenting students, defined
below) will be used to assess school-level GrDt exposure. A subset of the
exposure sample containing only Grade 11 and 12 students will be used to
assess social norm factors. Finally, the analysis subset (defined below) will be
used for all student-level variables in all analyses. The numbers of students
available for each of these samples are described in Figure 5.1.
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Exposure Assessment Sample
Those students who did not consent or whose parents did not consent for
their child to participate were excluded from all analyses as were students with
missing responses to GrDt training questions (consent process described in
detail in Clear et al. 2014 and Coker et al. 2016)19,28. School-level GrDt exposure
was assessed using responses from all consenting students.
Social Norm Assessment Sample
School-level social norms were assessed using Grade 11 and Grade 12
responses to the abbreviated Illinois Rape Myth Scale62 (IRMS) and the General
Dating Violence Acceptance Scale63 (DVA) which were included on the annual
surveys.
Analysis Sample
The analysis sample was restricted to Grade 9 female students from all
study years who reported being in a relationship in the previous 12 months.
Grade 9 students were selected as they have no prior exposure to either the
GrDt program or to the high school. In addition, incoming Grade 9 students were
to receive the GrDt speech each year, meaning Grade 9 students would have the
most similar exposure timing (as compared to other grades) to the actual GrDt
intervention. The sample was limited to female students as the focus of this
chapter is on RC experienced by females. Finally, the sample was restricted to
students who reported being in a relationship in the previous 12 months as all
survey questions used to assess RC were framed in terms of a relationship
occurring in the previous 12 months.
Students with missing responses to RC or SV impact questions were
excluded from analysis as they did not have the necessary data for analysis.
Those students who responded “other” as their high school grade were excluded
from analysis. Potentially mischievous responses were also excluded from
analysis. These were defined as responses where students indicated that they
were never drinkers while simultaneously indicating that they abuse alcohol; that
they had never being sexually active and yet had a current or former pregnancy
or had children; or that they never had been in a relationship while
simultaneously reporting being in a relationship in the last 12 months.19
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Figure 5.1. Consort diagram for study enrollment, exposure assessment, social norm assessment, and analysis by study
year.

Measures
Study Year Exposure (Exposure Assessment Sample)
At all study years (Y0-Y4) the annual GDHS survey was administered. At
study baseline (Y0), no GrDt speeches or intensive bystander intervention
training were delivered by the Rape Crisis Center educators. The GrDt
intervention was delivered in two phases. The first phase began in the fall of
study Year 1 (Y1) with all students in intervention schools receiving the GrDt
speech delivered by the Rape Crisis Center educators.10,19 The second phase
begin in the spring of Y1 with selected students receiving intensive bystander
intervention training (POL training), also delivered by the Rape Crisis Center
educators.10,19 In subsequent study years, each grade 9 class in intervention
schools received the GrDt speech delivered by the Rape Crisis Center educators
while selected students of all grades received POL training.10 POL training was
fully implemented in all schools in Years 3 and 4 (Y3 and Y4).19,103 (Table 5.1)
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Table 5.1. Green Dot High School intervention implementation by study year.
First Year
Second Year
Third Year
Fourth Year
Baseline
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention
Intervention
Implemented
Implemented
Implemented*
Implemented*
Green Dot
Y0
Y1
Y2
Y3
Y4
Intervention
No students
All students
Grade 9 receive
Grade 9 receive
Grade 9 receive
Speech:
receive GrDt
receive GrDt
GrDt speech
GrDt speech
GrDt speech
1
1
speech
speech
(31.0%)
(25.3%)
(23.4%)1
(1.2%)1
(41.9%)1
No students
POL training
POL training
POL training
POL training
GrDt
receive POL
implemented
implemented
implemented
implemented
Training:
2
2
2
training
(7.6%)
(6.3%)
(10.7%)
(7.8%)2
(0%)2
*Intervention was considered to be fully implemented by Y3
1
Average school-level self-reported percent of all students who report hearing a GrDt speech each year.
2
Average school-level educator-reported percent of all students who were POL trained each year.

Turnover in student participation naturally existed due to the matriculation
of incoming Grade 9 students and graduation of Grade 12 students. Therefore,
as the trial progressed, among intervention schools the number of students who
had been exposed to a school culture without the GrDt program decreased each
study year. At Y0, no students were exposed to GrDt. By Y3, only the Grade 12
students had matriculated at the high school prior to the implementation of the
GrDt (Figure 5.2).

Figure 5.2. Student exposure to a school without Green Dot program among
students at intervention schools.
Exposure to school-level GrDt culture (Exposure Assessment Sample)
The school-level GrDt culture variable was defined as an ordinal variable
(Range: 0-4) corresponding to the study year. Therefore, at Y0 (no GrDt
intervention implemented) the value of this variable was 0. In Year 4, after four
years of implementation, the value was the maximum of 4. The school-level GrDt
culture in Y0 was assigned to be 0 because no intervention was delivered. In
each year of the trial, fewer students in grades 10-12 were exposed to the preGrDt culture of the school; new Grade 9 students were exposed to the GrDt
speech and additional POLs in all grades were trained each year. In Y4, no
Grade 10-12 students had been exposed to the pre-GrDt culture of the school,
new Grade 9 students were exposed to the GrDt speech, additional POLs in all
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grades were trained, and all students should have been exposed to the GrDt
speech as Grade 9 students.
Exposure to GrDt Phases (Exposure Assessment Sample)
GrDt exposure was measured as student self-reported heard a GrDt
speech in the previous 12 months, student self-reported hearing a GrDt speech
ever, student self-reported POL training ever, and Rape Crisis Center educatorreported POL training.
Speeches
Exposure to GrDt speech was measured by student self-report. Annual
reports of the percent of students who reported hearing a GrDt speech in the
previous 12 months were computed for each school for all students and for
Grade 9 students only. Annual reports of the percent of students who reported
hearing a GrDt speech ever were computed for each school for all students.
Accumulating percent of all students who self-reported hearing a GrDt speech in
the previous 12 months was computed for each school.
POL Training
Exposure to POL training was measured both by student self-report and
by Rape Crisis Center educator-report. Annual reports of the percent of students
who reported POL training ever were computed for each school for all students
and for Grade 9 students only. Annual reports of the percent of all students who
were POL trained in the previous 12 months based on educator records were
computed for each school. Accumulating percent of all students who were POL
trained in the previous 12 months based on educator reports were computed for
each school.
Bystanding Behavior Factors (Exposure Assessment Sample)
Bystanding behaviors were evaluated via questions about actual and
observed bystanding behaviors which were included on the annual surveys.10
Actual bystanding behaviors assessed bystanding behaviors by the respondent
while observed bystanding behaviors assessed by bystanding behaviors the
respondent observed. Total Bystanding Behaviors were computed as the total
number of actual and observed bystanding behaviors per student. Bystanding
behaviors were also evaluated via questions on the annual surveys about the
ways in which respondents and their peers engaged one another in preventing
violence.10 School-level averages of Total Bystanding Behaviors and Peer
Engagement were computed at each study year as a measure of school-level
bystanding behaviors.
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Social Norm Factors (Social Norm Assessment Sample)
Social norms were evaluated via the abbreviated IRMS62 and the DVA63
which were included on the annual surveys. The IRMS measures an individual’s
endorsement of several rape myths while the DVA measures norms surrounding
dating violence (details may be found in Cook-Craig et al. 2014).10 School-level
averages of Grade 11 & 12 IRMS and Grade 11 & 12 DVA were computed at
each study year as a measure of school-level social norms.
Outcome (Analysis Sample)
Student self-report of experiencing RC were collected each study year as
part of a broad panel of questions about SV experiences (complete survey may
be found in Cook-Craig et al. 2014 and in Table A1.1 in this dissertation)10,102.
RC was assessed through the following five items, which were adapted from
Miller et al. 201039.
In the past 12 months has a current or previous boyfriend or girlfriend
1. Said to you “You want us to use birth control or condoms so you can
sleep around with other people”?
2. Said to you “If we have a baby, you will never have to worry about me
leaving you. I will always be around”?
3. Said to you “You would have a baby with me if you really loved me.”?
4. Not allowed you to use birth control or condoms when you wanted to?
5. Forced you to have sex when you were not using birth control or
condoms?
Counts of RC were self-reported by students via survey each year. For
each question about RC victimization, students could respond 0, 1-2, 3-5, or 6+
times. A response of 1 or more times for any of the RC questions 1 or 3-5 above
resulted in the student being classified as having experienced RC in the past 12
months.39 The RC item Said to you “If we have a baby, you will never have to
worry about me leaving you. I will always be around”? was excluded from defining
RC as it was found to overestimate experience of RC in Chapter 3 of this
dissertation.101 Individual RC questions were utilized as exploratory outcomes.
The Cronbach’s alpha coefficient for RC among female students who reported
being in a relationship in the previous 12 months was α = 0. 684 and is based on
data collected at baseline in the 26 high schools participating in the GDHS
study.101
Sociodemographic Factors (Analysis Sample)
Demographic and history of violence risk factors were also evaluated via
survey questions. Demographic risk factors assessed included race (white if
students self-identified as white and non-white if students self-identified as any
other race), current relationship (yes if students they were in one or more
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relationships at the time of the survey, no otherwise), binge drinking (yes, no),
and receiving free/reduced meals (yes, no). History of violence risk factors
included experiencing other dating violence (DV) victimization beyond RC in the
past 12 months (teen DV), experiencing violence victimization in the past 12
months (violence victimization), perpetrating violence in the past 12 months
(violence perpetration), and family history of abuse (Details may be found in
Chapter 3)101. History of violence was also summarized in a single measure (any
history of violence) where students were considered to have a history of violence
if they answered affirmatively to any of teen DV, violence victimization, violence
perpetration, or family history of abuse.
Statistical Methods
Exposure to the GrDt phases was described using school-level averages,
standard deviations, minimums, and maximums for each of the exposure
measures by school-level GrDt culture. Sociodemographic and violence risk
factor characteristics for students at intervention schools were summarized with
counts and percents by school-level GrDt culture level. Generalized Estimating
Equations (GEE) in SAS (PROC GENMOD with binomial distribution, log link,
and exchangeable correlation matrix) were used to account for the cluster effect
of school in the hierarchical models used to investigate the impact of school-level
exposure to the GrDt program (Model A) on the student-level outcome of RC.
GEEs were selected to allow for the population-averaged estimate of the
probability of a student reporting RC. Because free/reduced meals, binge
drinking, and any history of abuse have been shown to have an association with
increased prevalence of RC101 and because these were found to be associated
with school-level GrDt culture level (Table 5.3), the GEE model was repeated
adjusting for student-level reports of free/reduced meals, binge drinking, and any
history of abuse (Model B). Model B was repeated adjusting for the school-level
average of Grade 11 & 12 IRMS and school-level average of Grade 11 & 12 DVA
(Model C) to better understand the way in which school-level exposure to the
GrDt program impacts student experience of RC. Some Grade 9 students were
selected for POL training, therefore all GEE analyses are adjusted for selfreported POL training. Data were analyzed using SAS v9.4 (SAS Institute Inc.,
Cary, NC). A significance level of 0.05 was used for all statistical tests.
RESULTS
Description of School-Level Exposures
Student self-report of GrDt speech in the previous 12 months among
Grade 9 students decreased from school-level GrDt culture levels 1 to 4 (48% to
39%). Among all students, this decrease was more pronounced (from 42% at
level 1 to 23% at level 4). Accumulating self-reported speech in the previous 12
months among all students increased with increased school-level GrDt culture
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levels. At level 1, on average, 43% of students reported hearing a speech in the
previous 12 months up to 63% by level 4. (Table 5.2)
Student self-report of POL training ever at all school-level GrDt culture
levels was similar between all students and Grade 9 students. On average,
between 9% and 12% Grade 9 students self-reported POL training while
between 8% and 13% of all students self-reported POL training. Educatorreported POL training for all students in the previous 12 months was slightly
lower than self-reports (between 6% and 11%). Accumulating educator-reported
POL training in the previous 12 months increased (from 7.6% at level 1 to 16.4%
at level 4) with increasing school-level GrDt culture level. (Table 5.2)
Average Grade 11 & 12 IRMS decreased with increasing school-level
GrDt culture level, from 6.0 at level 0 to 4.8 by level 4. Average Grade 11 & 12
DVA also decreased with increasing school-level GrDt culture level, from 3.0 at
level 0 to 2.2 by level 4. Average Peer Engagement did not change from schoollevel GrDt culture from levels 0 to 2, decreased from 2.2 to 1.7 between levels 2
and 3, and did not change from levels 3 to 4. Average Total Bystanding
Behaviors increased from 8 at school-level GrDt culture level 0 to 10.2 at schoollevel GrDt culture level 1. From level 1 to 4, with increasing school-level GrDt
culture level there was a decrease in Average Total Bystanding Behaviors from
10.2 down to 7.9. (Table 5.2)
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Table 5.2. Correspondence of school-level Green Dot (GrDt) exposure and school-level social norms at intervention
schools with school-level GrDt culture dose. Values are presented as Mean (SD) percents.
GrDt Culture Level

0
Mean
(SD)
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Green Dot Speeches
Self-reported speech in the
last 12 months, grade 92
Self-reported speech in the
last 12 months, all students1
Self-reported speech ever, all
students1
Accumulating self-reported
speech in the last 12 months,
all students1
POL Training
Self-reported POL training
ever, grade 92
Self-reported POL training
ever, all students1
Educator-reported POL
training in the last 12 months,
all students*,1
Accumulating educatorreported POL training in the
last 12 months, all students*,1
Social Norms
Average Grade 11 & 12 IRMS
Average Grade 11 & 12 DVA

1.8
(1.32)
1.2
(0.64)
1.4
(0.80)
0.6
(0.34)
0.8
(0.82)
0.6
(0.54)

1

Min, Max

0.0, 4.5
0.3, 2.4
0.3, 2.7
0.2, 1.2

0.0, 2.4
0.0, 1.8

Mean
(SD)

2

Min, Max

Mean
(SD)

Min, Max

3
Mean
(SD)

Min, Max

4
Mean
(SD)

Min, Max

48.0
43.9
40.0
39.3
7.2, 76.9
8.6, 66.3
6.4, 61.6
4.8, 69.1
(24.63)
(19.94)
(22.22)
(17.60)
41.9
31.0
25.3
23.4
19.8, 59.8
15.7, 51.9
7.5, 40.0
7.0, 32.8
(14.23)
(10.14)
(10.34)
(8.68)
48.0
39.5
34.3
32.8
24.5, 64.9
18.3, 64.8
9.1, 53.3
13.5, 46.7
(14.00)
(12.69)
(12.51)
(11.45)
42.9
56.4
60.7
62.6
21.0, 60.4
29.8, 85.6
29.2, 87.7
27.8, 85.6
(13.94)
(16.44)
(18.19)
(19.87)
8.9
(5.69)
8.0
(2.75)

1.4, 22.0
4.0, 13.9

9.8
(6.35)
11.1
(3.64)

3.0, 28.3
5.4, 17.1

12.2
(9.57)
12.4
(4.32)

2.8, 36.3
5.9, 20.0

9.9
(5.30)
13.0
(5.16)

3.3, 19.1
5.3, 21.6

--

--

7.6
(4.56)

1.6, 14.0

6.3
(3.47)

1.2, 13.0

10.7
(6.33)

4.1, 27.7

7.8
(4.68)

0.0, 17.6

--

--

7.6
(4.56)

1.6, 14.0

10.7
(5.85)

2.5, 20.6

14.5
(7.61)

5.5, 31.9

16.4
(7.53)

4.7, 31.6

6.0
(0.36)
3.0
(0.26)

5.4, 6.6
2.6, 3.4

5.7
(0.44)
2.7
(0.31)

5.0, 6.4
2.3, 3.2

5.6
(0.56)
2.7
(0.42)

4.5, 6.4
2.0, 3.4

5.1
(0.39)
2.3
(0.35)

4.6, 5.8
1.7, 3.0

4.8
(0.38)
2.2
(0.22)

4.1, 5.3
1.9, 2.5

GrDt Culture Level

0
Mean
(SD)

Min, Max

1
Mean
(SD)

Min, Max

2
Mean
(SD)

Min, Max

3
Mean
(SD)

Min, Max

4
Mean
(SD)

Min, Max

Bystander Behaviors
2.2
2.3
2.4
1.8, 2.8
1.5, 3.0
1.9, 2.9
(0.35)
(0.46)
(0.28)
9.5
10.2
Average Total Bystander
8.0
7.6, 12.8
7.7, 12.1
6.8, 9.4
(1.19)
Behaviors
(0.70)
(1.47)
* Educators did not deliver POL training when school-level GrDt culture level was 0.
1
Denominator is the total number of students in the school.
2
Denominator is the total number of Grade 9 students in the school.
Average Peer Engagement

1.7
(0.40)
8.1
(1.42)

0.9, 2.3
5.9, 10.4

1.7
1.5, 2.2
(0.23)
7.9
6.56, 9.19
(0.90)
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Sociodemographics
The final analytical sample of Grade 9 female students in a relationship in
the previous 12 months from study years 0 through 4 contained 9556 students.
Free or reduced meal and Binge drinking were significantly associated with
school-level GrDt culture level (p = 0.0001 and p = 0.0083). Three history of
violence measures (Family history of abuse, Violence victimization, and Violence
perpetration) were also significantly associated with school-level GrDt culture
level (p = 0.0260, p = 0.0003, and p = 0.0062). (Table 5.3)
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Table 5.3. Student-level demographic characteristics, violence risk characteristics, and student exposure to violence of
Grade 9 Females in a Relationship in the Previous 12 months from Intervention schools, by school-level Green Dot
culture dose, N (%).
Sample Characteristics

All Students
GrDt Culture
in Analysis
Level 0
Sample
(N=2222)
(N=9556)

GrDt
Culture
Level 1
(N = 1943)

GrDt
Culture
Level 2
(N = 1975)

GrDt
Culture
Level 3
(N = 1795)

GrDt
Culture
Level 4
(N = 1621)

ChiSquare
(DF = 4),
P-value

Sociodemographic factors
3.21,
0.5240

Race
Nonwhite

882 (17.37)

194 (17.02)

175 (16.53)

204 (18.38)

166 (18.67)

143 (16.27)

White

4195 (82.63) 946 (82.98)

884 (83.47)

906 (81.62)

723 (81.33)

736 (83.73)
23.50,
0.0001

Free or Reduced Meal
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No

2569 (50.74) 598 (52.73)

559 (52.84)

593 (53.57)

431 (48.54)

388 (44.29)

Yes

2494 (49.26) 536 (47.27)

499 (47.16)

514 (46.43)

457 (51.46)

488 (55.71)
0.54,
0.9690

Current Relationship
No

2106 (41.48) 477 (41.84)

445 (42.02)

452 (40.72)

365 (41.06)

367 (41.75)

Yes

2971 (58.52) 663 (58.16)

614 (57.98)

658 (59.28)

524 (58.94)

512 (58.25)

Violence risk characteristics
13.70,
0.0083

Binge Drinking
No

3858 (76.31) 834 (73.22)

790 (74.95)

848 (76.81)

701 (79.48)

685 (78.11)

Yes

1198 (23.69) 305 (26.78)

264 (25.05)

256 (23.19)

181 (20.52)

192 (21.89)
11.05,
0.0260

Family History of Abuse
No

3675 (72.47) 797 (70.04)

748 (70.7)

810 (73.04)

654 (73.57)

666 (75.94)

Sample Characteristics
Yes

All Students
GrDt
GrDt Culture
in Analysis
Culture
Level 0
Sample
Level 1
(N=2222)
(N=9556)
(N = 1943)
1396 (27.53) 341 (29.96) 310 (29.3)

GrDt
Culture
Level 2
(N = 1975)
299 (26.96)

GrDt
Culture
Level 3
(N = 1795)
235 (26.43)

GrDt
Culture
Level 4
(N = 1621)
211 (24.06)

5.31,
0.1504

Pregnant Ever*
No

3723 (94.9)

Yes
200 (5.1)
Students' exposure to
violence in the last 12 months

--

995 (94.13)

1041 (94.21) 850 (95.83)

837 (95.77)

--

62 (5.87)

64 (5.79)

37 (4.23)

37 (4.17)

8.04,
0.0900

Teen Dating Violence
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No

3296 (64.92) 721 (63.25)

663 (62.61)

732 (65.95)

583 (65.58)

597 (67.92)

Yes

1781 (35.08) 419 (36.75)

396 (37.39)

378 (34.05)

306 (34.42)

282 (32.08)
21.13,
0.0003

Violence Victimization
No

2000 (39.39) 434 (38.07)

377 (35.6)

434 (39.1)

355 (39.93)

400 (45.51)

Yes

3077 (60.61) 706 (61.93)

682 (64.4)

676 (60.9)

534 (60.07)

479 (54.49)
14.39,
0.0062

Violence Perpetration
No

ChiSquare
(DF = 4),
P-value

3838 (75.6)

834 (73.16)

772 (72.9)

854 (76.94)

689 (77.5)

689 (78.38)

Yes
1239 (24.4) 306 (26.84) 287 (27.1)
256 (23.06) 200 (22.5)
190 (21.62)
Chi-square test was test for independence.
* Pregnant Ever was not assessed in the Y0 survey, when GrDt culture level is 0. DF=3 for Pregnant Ever.

School-Level Green Dot Culture Level and Reproductive Coercion
School-level GrDt culture level (Model A) is significantly associated with
RC (p = 0.0245) and remains significantly associated after adjusting for
free/reduced meals, binge drinking, and any history of violence (p = 0.0297) and
the school level social norm variables Grade 11 & 12 IRMS and Grade 11 & 12
DVA (p = 0.0062). (Table 5.4) In all models (A, B, and C) there is a general trend
of decreasing estimated probability of RC with increasing school-level GrDt
culture level. In Models B and C, the estimated probability of RC is approximately
40% smaller than in Model A and show less change from culture levels 1 through
3 than in Model A; there is little difference in the estimated probability of RC
between Models B and C. There is no significant difference between culture
levels 0 and 1 in Models A and B. However, in Model C, there is a significant
difference in the estimated probability of RC between culture levels 0 and 1 (p =
0.0363).
Table 5.4. Estimated probability of Reproductive Coercion by school-level Green
Dot culture level. Estimates are presented as estimated probability (%) and
standard error (%).
χ2, df, pGrDt Culture Level
0
1
2
3
4
value
a
Model A
20.0
18.0
17.8
16.4
14.1
11.19, 4,
Estimated probability
(1.6)
(1.1)
(1.3)
(1.8)
(1.9)
0.0245
of RC (%)
Model Bb
11.3
10.2
10.8
10.3
8.9
10.74, 4,
Estimated probability
(1.2)
(1.2)
(1.1)
(1.5)
(1.4)
0.0297
of RC (%)
Model Cc
12.0
10.3
10.9
9.8
8.4
14.38, 4,
Estimated probability
(1.3)
(1.3)
(1.2)
(1.5)
(1.4)
0.0062
of RC (%)
a
adjusted for (student level) self-reported POL training
b
adjusted for (student level) self-reported POL training, free/reduced meals,
binge drinking, and any history of abuse
c
adjusted for (student level) self-reported POL training, free/reduced meals,
binge drinking, any history of abuse and (school level) Grade 11 & 12 IRMS,
Grade 11 & 12 DVA
Item Level Analysis
In Model A, all items were significantly associated with school-level GrDt
culture level except for Item 5 (“Forced you to have sex when you were not using
birth control or condoms.”). For all items, there were no significant difference in
school-level GrDt culture levels 0 and 1. Decreases in the estimated probability
of Item 3 (“You would have a baby with me if you really loved me.”) and Item 2
(“If we have a baby, you will never have to worry about me leaving you. I will
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always be around.”) were seen with increases in school-level GrDt culture level
from levels 1 to 4. Estimated probability of Item 4 (“Not allowed you to use birth
control or condoms when you wanted to.”) peaked at school-level GrDt culture
level 2, but overall decreased with increasing school-level GrDt culture level.
Estimated probability of Item 1 (“You want us to use birth control or condoms so
you can sleep around with other people.”) decreased for school-level GrDt
culture levels 0 to 3, but increased at level 4. (Table 5.5)
In Model B, after adjusting for student self-reported POL training,
free/reduced meals, binge drinking, and any history of abuse, Item 1 (“You want
us to use birth control or condoms so you can sleep around with other people.”)
is no longer significantly associated with school-level GrDt culture level and Item
5 remains not significantly associated with school-level GrDt culture level.
Decreases in the estimated probability of Item 3 (“You would have a baby with
me if you really loved me.”) and Item 2 (“If we have a baby, you will never have to
worry about me leaving you. I will always be around.”) were seen with increases
in school-level GrDt culture level from levels 1 to 4, though the decreases from
Model B were smaller than those from Model A. Estimated probability of Item 4
(“Not allowed you to use birth control or condoms when you wanted to.”) peaked
at school-level GrDt culture level 2, but overall decreased from school-level GrDt
culture level 0 to 4. (Table 5.5)
In Model C, after adjusting for student self-reported POL training,
free/reduced meals, binge drinking, any history of abuse, and school-level
average Grade 11 & 12 IRMS and Grade 11 & 12 DVA, Item 1 (“You want us to
use birth control or condoms so you can sleep around with other people.”) is no
longer significantly associated with school-level GrDt culture level while all other
items are significantly associated with school-level GrDt culture level. As in
Models A and B, in Model C Decreases in the estimated probability of Item 3
(“You would have a baby with me if you really loved me.”) and Item 2 (“If we have
a baby, you will never have to worry about me leaving you. I will always be
around.”) were seen with increases in school-level GrDt culture level from levels
1 to 4. Estimated probability of Item 4 (“Not allowed you to use birth control or
condoms when you wanted to.”) and Item 5 (“Forced you to have sex when you
were not using birth control or condoms.”) peaked at school-level GrDt culture
level 2, but overall decreased from school-level GrDt culture level 0 to 4. (Table
5.5)
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Model Bb

Model Cc

10.42, 0.0339

--3.6
9.7
12.9
20.7

30.39, <0.0001

3.6 (1.0)
-- 30.4 (2.6)
3.3 (0.6) 8.3 32.2 (3.0)
3.0 (0.5) 16.7 28.0 (1.9)
2.5 (0.7) 30.6 27.3 (2.1)

--5.9
7.9
10.2

Probability
(SE)

% Change

Probability
(SE)

% Change

Probability
(SE)

-- 12.7 (1.4)
-4.1 11.6 (1.2)
11.7 10.6 (1.2)
17.3
9.4 (1.8)
26.0
8.1 (1.0)

23.46, 0.0001

3.4 (0.8)
-- 30.9 (2.0)
3.3 (0.6) 2.9 32.0 (2.7)
3.0 (0.5) 11.8 27.9 (1.6)
2.7 (0.7) 20.6 26.9 (2.2)
3.5 (0.9) -2.9 24.5 (2.6)
1.80, 0.7732

% Change

Probability
(SE)

6.3 (1.4)
-- 39.2 (2.5)
6.0 (0.6) 4.7 40.8 (3.1)
5.0 (0.9) 20.5 34.6 (1.8)
4.3 (1.0) 31.6 32.4 (3.0)
5.5 (0.8) 12.6 29.0 (3.4)

% Change
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Model Aa

0
1
2
3
4
2
χ , pvalue*
0
1
2
3
4
χ2, pvalue*
0
1
2
3

% Change

Probability
(SE)

Table 5.5. Estimated probability of Reproductive Coercion (RC) by school-level Green Dot culture dose for each RC item.
Estimates are presented as estimated probability (%) and standard error (%). Percent change is the percent change from
school-level Green Dot culture level 0.
GrDt
Model
Culture
Item 1
Item 2
Item 3
Item 4
Item 5
Level

-8.7
16.5
26.0
36.2

6.7 (1.2)
5.7 (0.7)
6.9 (1.2)
5.3 (0.9)
3.9 (0.5)

-14.9
-3.0
20.9
41.8

7.1 (0.9)
6.2 (0.7)
7.4 (1.1)
6.2 (0.8)
5.3 (0.9)

-12.7
-4.2
12.7
25.4

13.85, 0.0078

34.61, <0.0001

6.6 (1.0)
5.9 (1.0)
5.8 (1.0)
5.3 (1.3)
4.8 (0.9)

2.4 (0.6)
2.1 (0.5)
2.8 (0.6)
2.2 (0.5)
1.7 (0.3)

-10.6
12.1
19.7
27.3

9.57, 0.0483
7.2 (1.0)
6.0 (1.0)
5.9 (1.1)
5.0 (1.4)

-16.7
18.1
30.6

-12.5
-16.7
8.3
29.2

11.26, 0.0238
2.6 (0.6)
2.1 (0.5)
2.8 (0.7)
2.1 (0.5)

-19.2
-7.7
19.2

8.37, 0.0788
3.5 (0.6)
3.1 (0.5)
4.0 (0.8)
3.4 (0.6)
3.0 (0.4)

-11.4
-14.3
2.9
14.3

9.29, 0.0542
4.1 (0.8)
3.2 (0.6)
4.0 (0.7)
3.0 (0.5)

-22.0
2.4
26.8

4
3.3 (0.9) 8.3 24.7 (2.6) 18.8
4.4 (1.0) 38.9 1.5 (0.3) 42.3 2.4 (0.3) 41.5
χ , p3.45, 0.4858
13.71, 0.0083
16.96, 0.0020
14.28, 0.0065
15.28, 0.0041
value*
* df=4 for all items.
a
Adjusted for (student level) self-reported POL training
b
Adjusted for (student level) self-reported POL training, free/reduced meals, binge drinking, and any history of abuse
c
Adjusted for (student level) self-reported POL training, free/reduced meals, binge drinking, any history of abuse and
(school level) Grade 11 & 12 IRMS, Grade 11 & 12 DVA
Item 1: “You want us to use birth control or condoms so you can sleep around with other people.”
Item 2: “If we have a baby, you will never have to worry about me leaving you. I will always be around.”
Item 3: “You would have a baby with me if you really loved me.”
Item 4: “Not allowed you to use birth control or condoms when you wanted to.”
Item 5: “Forced you to have sex when you were not using birth control or condoms.”
2
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DISCUSSION
Green Dot Exposure
A majority (>50%) of students present on the day of the GrDt speeches at
intervention schools were to have heard the speeches at Y1.19,102 In subsequent
years, at a minimum, all grade 9 students present on the day of the GrDt
speeches at intervention schools were to have heard the speeches.19,102
Therefore, reports of GrDt speech in the previous 12 months at intervention
schools are lower than expected at Y1 (42%, SD=14%) but are within
expectations at all other time points. Over the course of the study, the cumulative
school-level exposure to GrDt speech in the previous 12 months includes
approximately two-thirds of students at intervention schools.
Annual percentage of educator-reported students receiving POL training
at intervention schools are consistently lower than the 12-15% threshold
hypothesized by Coker et al. 2016 to be necessary for maximum diffusion of the
intervention.19,102 However, the cumulative percentage of educator-reported
students receiving POL training is generally within or above that 12-15% range at
16.4% (SD=7.5%). The lower than originally targeted number of students
receiving POL training annually is largely due to challenges encountered by the
study team in describing the number of POLs needed to school administrators at
each school (for example, at some schools, administrators and Rape Crisis
Center educators were told to recruit 50 POLs rather than to recruit 12-15% of
students104).
Rates of self-reported GrDt speech in the GDHS study were similar to
those published of other studies of the GrDt program. Student self-report of GrDt
speech in the previous 12 months at Y1 (42%) was similar to that reported
among college students at a campus where the GrDt program has been
implemented (46% in the previous 2 years in 20118). Rates of POL training in the
GDHS study were lower than that observed in another study of the GrDt
program. Student self-reported POL training in the GDHS (8%, 11%, 12%, and
13% for Y1-Y4 respectively) was lower than that observed at a college campus
where the GrDt program had been implemented (14% in the previous 2 years in
20118, 16.5% in 201512).
As school-level GrDt culture as defined in this chapter increases, schoollevel averages of social norms decrease. This supports the assumption that
school culture is changing with increased school-level exposure to the GrDt
program. School-level averages of bystander behaviors do not increase with
increasing school-level GrDt culture. The average Peer Engagement is similar for
school-level GrDt culture levels 0 through 2 and for levels 3 and 4, but is lower at
levels 3 and 4 than levels 0 through 2. Average Total Bystander Behaviors on the
other hand, increase initially from school-level GrDt culture level 0 to 1 but then
gradually decreases so that the average at school-level GrDt culture level 4 is the
same as level 0. This unexpected behavior of average bystander behaviors could
be due to decreased opportunity for bystanding as the GrDt decreases all forms
of SV victimization and perpetration.19
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Impact of Exposure on Reproductive Coercion
Adjusting for free/reduced meals, binge drinking, and any history of
violence (Model B) results in approximately a 40% decrease in the estimated
probability of RC at all school-level GrDt culture levels as compared to Model A
(the unadjusted model). This indicates that at least part of the probability of RC
may be explained by a student’s free/reduced meal status, binge drinking, and
any history of violence. When Model B is also adjusted for school-level average
of Grade 11 & 12 IRMS and school-level average of Grade 11 & 12 DVA
(resulting in Model C), there are no noticeable changes in the estimates of the
probability of RC at any school-level GrDt culture level as compared to Model B.
This indicates that the social norm variables school-level average of Grade 11 &
12 IRMS and school-level average of Grade 11 & 12 DVA do not explain the
probability of RC beyond what has already been explained by free/reduced
meals, binge drinking, and any history of violence. Therefore, Model B represents
the final model for this chapter.
A single school-level exposure to the GrDt program does not appear to be
sufficient to affect a decrease in RC. Recall that students in Y0 and Y1 entering
the same school should enter schools with similar school culture since in both
years there would have been no prior school-level exposure to the GrDt program.
However, a key difference in students entering the same school in Y0 and Y1 is
that students in Y0 would not be exposed to the GrDt program while students in
Y1 would be exposed to the GrDt program. Therefore, comparison of culture
levels 0 and 1 allow us to investigate the impact of a single school-level exposure
to the GrDt program on reports of RC. GrDt culture level 0 (no exposure to the
GrDt program and all grade 10-12 students exposed to pre-GrDt culture of the
school) results in proportions of RC (20.0%, (95% CI: 17.1%, 23.3%)) which are
not different from those at level 1 (all students exposure to the GrDt program and
all grade 10-12 students exposed to pre-GrDt culture of the school) (18.0%, (95%
CI: 16.0%, 20.3%)). The difference between GrDt culture levels 0 and 1 remains
non-significant after adjusting for free/reduced meals, binge drinking, and any
history of violence. These results support the hypothesis that a single schoollevel exposure does not decrease RC.
GrDt culture exposure level 0 (all students exposed to pre-GrDt culture of
the school) results in significantly different proportions of RC from level 4 (no
grade 10-12 students exposed to pre-GrDt culture of the school). Level 1 (grade
10-12 students exposed to pre-GrDt culture of the school) is also significantly
different from level 4 (no grade 10-12 students exposed to pre-GrDt culture of the
school) in the unadjusted model (Model A).
RC survey items 2 and 3 (“If we have a baby, you will never have to worry
about me leaving you. I will always be around.” and “You would have a baby with
me if you really loved me.”) appear to drive reports of RC. However, with the
exception of Item 1 (“You want us to use birth control or condoms so you can
sleep around with other people.”), all items show a decrease in the estimated
probability of occurring from school-level GrDt culture level 0 to level 4. RC
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survey items 2 and 3 are forms of RC involving partner pressure to get pregnant.
These items may be particularly impacted by increasing school-level GrDt culture
as the attitudes of the perpetrators are changed due to increased exposure to the
GrDt culture. They may also be impacted as the GrDt culture changes the
attitudes and advice of the friends of the victims.
These results support the hypothesis that the observed decreases in RC
may be attributed at least in part to changing school culture rather than strictly to
exposure to the GrDt program. However, this change in school culture does not
appear to be explained by either school-level social norms or by school-level
bystander behaviors. Delivery of the speeches was held to a consistent standard
via several fidelity measures (described in detail in Chapter 1 and Cook-Craig et
al. 2014).10,102 However, Grade 9 students were selected for POL training,
therefore all analyses are adjusted for self-reported POL training so that the
differences in RC that each Grade 9 class experiences can be attributed to
changing school culture rather than to the GrDt program alone.
In summary, the results of this study show (1) that with increasing GrDt
cultural exposure level there are a significantly decreasing proportion of students
who report experiencing RC, and (2) that there is not a significant difference in
the proportion of students reporting RC between GrDt culture levels 0 (before
implementation) and 1 (when the program was first implemented). These
observations are not impacted by adjusting for free/reduced meals, binge
drinking, and any history of violence, which suggests that the observed effect is
due to the increasing school-level exposure to the GrDt culture of the school
rather than one of these other factors.
Strengths and Limitations
This chapter represents the first examination of whether a bystander
intervention prevention program (the GDHS study) can decrease student reports
of RC. It also is the first study which examines whether the change in school
culture due to a bystander intervention program decreased reports of RC.
Limitations of the current study include the use of a “coarse” measurement
of GrDt culture change and student self-report of exposure to GrDt speeches. In
addition, the POL training questions in the student surveys to do not limit the
question to receiving training in the previous 12 months, making it not possible to
compute a cumulative student self-reported measure of POL training that is
comparable to the cumulative student self-reported measure of hearing a GrDt
speech. A student self-reported measure of POL training in the previous 12
months could also have been useful in exploring the difference between student
self-report of POL training and actual POL training (as recorded by the GrDt
educators). Further, it is unknown how long the effects of the GrDt speeches and
POL training last. It is therefore possible that defining the school-level exposure
as the GrDt culture level (which is defined based on the theoretical change in
school culture due to the GrDt program) over-estimates exposure due to a
potential lack of retention. A final limitation of this study is in the selection of the
analysis sample. Ideally, the analyzable sample should be limited to females in a
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current or former relationship with a male partner as the focus of this chapter has
been on male partner perpetrated RC. However, it not possible to limit the
analysis sample to females in a current or former relationship with a male partner
as students were not asked to specify the gender of their partner(s).
Future Directions
Additional research is needed to examine the impact of cultural change
due to GrDt exposure on other outcomes such as rape myth acceptance,
bystander behaviors, violence perpetration outcomes, and other violence
victimization. Future research should also include a more precise measure of
exposure so that the dosage of bystander intervention necessary to effect a
change in the schools’ culture may be evaluated.
Other measures of culture change beyond social norms (IRMS and DVA)
and bystanding behaviors (Total Bystanding Behaviors and Peer Engagement)
should be investigated as these do not appear to explain the culture change due
to the GrDt program in its entirety.
Conclusions
In order for the GrDt program to effect a culture change in the schools that
impacts student experiences of RC, the program must be implemented over
multiple years. With continued school-level exposure to the program, school
culture is changed thereby decreasing student experience of RC. Annual POL
training was reported at levels less than targeted by the GDHS study. However, it
appears that there was still a suitable dose of the GrDt program received to effect
a school culture change. Overall, evidence from this chapter suggests that the
mechanism by which the GrDt program effects a change in RC is by changing
school culture, which requires regular and repeated programming rather than a
single school level exposure to the GrDt.
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Chapter 6. Conclusions
Reproductive Coercion (RC) represents a substantial public health
problem. It has been associated with otherexperienes of intimate partner violence
(IPV)30,31,39,40,43, unintended pregnancy, miscarriage, abortion, poor pregnancy
outcomes, STIs31–33, and poor mental health outcomes such as depression,
anxiety, PTSD, and other mental distress34. RC is particularly concerning in
adolescents (age 11-20 years) because of its association with these poor health
outcomes. Specifically, its association with unintended pregnancy as teen
pregnancies are frequently unintended and because teen pregnancy is a welldocumented public health problem.31,71,72
Based on data from the Green Dot High School (GDHS) study, prevalence
of RC in the previous 12 months among Kentucky high school females in a
relationship in the previous 12 months was 22.8% (95% CI: 21.5%, 24.1%) after
adjusting for high school grade, race, free/reduced meals, being in a current
relationship, and binge drinking. This is similar to lifetime prevalence reported in
several samples of women of reproductive age (16-45 years) from the general
population30,39,43 and is lower than that of prevalence of RC in the previous 12
months among sample of teen parents.29 In addition, the association of risk
factors such as age, race, financial hardship, risky behaviors, and history of
violence with RC was confirmed.
Randomized community-based prevention trials such as the GDHS study
present a challenge to the traditional randomized controlled trial framework due
to the nature of the implementation of the trials. The intervention is randomized,
but after this randomization, the trials often procceed more like a natural
experiment or observational study. Because of the nature of these studies, the
Intent-to-treat analysis may provide biased estimates of the efficacy of the
intervention. Although they are not by definition quasi-experimental design
studies, quasi-experimental analyses may provide the most unbiased estimates
of intervention efficacy in randomized community-based prevention trials.
Specifically, in community-based trials where the intervention is intended to
diffuse throughout the community, the dose of intervention administered or the
extent to which the intervention has diffused through the community should be
accounted for when evaluating the efficacy of the intervention.
The efffectiveness of the Green Dot (GrDt) program on reducing a
spectrum of sexual violence (SV) outcomes, including RC, has been
demonstrated previously.19 This dissertation builds on those findings and
provides evidence that the GrDt reduces RC by effecting a change to a school’s
culture. For this change to school culture to occur, continued program
implementation over multiple years is required.
This dissertation has addressed several gaps in existing literature. First,
prevalence of RC among a general population of adolescents from Kentucky high
schools was estimated. Second, it has provided an motivating case study for
using quasi-experimental analysis to analyze the results of community based
prevention trials. Finally, it has provided the first known evidence that a SV
outcome (RC) is reduced by changing school culture.
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Future Directions
A single survey instrument for the assessment of RC needs to be
identified and validated and a standardized timeframe for the assessment of RC
needs to be determined to allow for better understanding and estimation of the
burden of RC. The Miler et al. 201039 instrument has been most widely adapted
to assess RC and is the best candidate for a single single survey instrument for
the assessment of RC. Utilizing this instrument to assess RC in the previous 12
months would likely provide the best estimate possible of RC. The 12 months
timeframe would be both sufficiently long enough for women to have experiences
to report on and sufficiently short to minimize the problem of recall bias.
Assessment of RC needs to be conducted in a large, population-based
setting (i.e. through something like the Youth Risk Behaviors Survey27). In this
case, a short-form version of the Miler et al. 201039 instrument may be most
appropriate for the assessment of RC. Caution should be used to avoid
ambiguous wording and to retain the appropriate connotation of any questions
included in a short-form questionnaire for the assessment of RC.
Quasi-experimental analytical methods should be considered for use in
community based prevention trials and guidelines for the appropriate use of
those methods should be developed and published. In particular in community
based diffusion trials, it is crucial to account for the amount of intervention
delivered and to, when possible, account for the amount of diffusion which has
occurred when assessing the efficacy of the intervention.
Finally, additional research is needed to better understand the way in
which the GrDt works so that it may be applied to greatest effect. The effect of
school-level GrDt culture on other SV outcomes needs to be established. In
particular, better measures of school-level culture change are needed to more
precisely measure the way in which school-level culture change is related to RC
and to other SV outcomes.
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APPENDICES
CHAPTER 1 APPENDIX
Table A1.1. Green Dot High School baseline (Y0, Spring 2010) panel survey
questions (excluding socio-demographic questions) and associated psychometric
properties. Recreated from Tables 2 and 3 of Cook-Craig et al. 2014.10
Mean
Loading
Question
frequency
factor
Violence acceptance
Illinois Rape Myth Scale62 – abbreviated to seven items: Cronbach’s α = 0.750;
Range = 0-21; Response options: 0 = strongly disagree, 1 = disagree, 2 = agree,
3 = strongly agree
This (next two) section asks your opinion about sexual and dating violence.
Thinking about your own feelings and beliefs, please indicate how much you
personally agree or disagree with each statement. There are no right or wrong
responses.
1. Girls should have sex with their boyfriend or the guy
0.622
0.751
they are dating when he wants.
2. If a guy spends money on a date, the girl should
0.465
0.789
have sex with him in return.
3. Guys should respond to dates’ or girlfriends’
challenges to authority by insulting them or putting
0.310
0.660
them down.
4. If a girl is sexually assaulted while she is drunk, she
1.121
0.550
is to blame for letting things get out of control.
5. Sexual assault charges are often used as a way of
1.226
0.591
getting back at guys.
6. Many girls lead a guy on and then they claim sexual
1.30
0.562
assault.
7. When girls are sexually assaulted, it is often because
1.06
0.504
the way they said “no” was unclear.
General Dating Violence Acceptance Scale63: Cronbach’s α = 0.73; Range = 015; Response options: 0 = strongly disagree, 1 = disagree, 2 = agree, 3 =
strongly agree
1. There are times when dating violence between
0.668
0.520
couples is okay.
2. A girlfriend or boyfriend who makes their girlfriend or
0.609
0.703
boyfriend jealous on purpose deserves to be hit.
3. Sometimes violence is the only way to express your
0.613
0.773
feelings.
4. Some couples have to use violence to solve their
0.611
0.777
problems.
5. Violence between couples is a private matter and
0.753
0.686
others should not get in the way or get involved.
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Mean
Loading
frequency
factor
Peer support for violence64: Cronbach’s α = 0.70; Range = 0-9; Response
options: 0 friends (=0), 1-2 friends (=1), 3-5 friends (=2), 6+ friends (=3)
1. How many of your friends have forced someone to
have sexual activity with them that caused their
0.270
0.746
partner to cry, scream, plead, hit or fight back?
2. How many of your friends have used physical force,
such as hitting to solve fights with their boyfriends or
0.479
0.843
girlfriends?
3. How many of your friends insult their girlfriend or
boyfriend, swear at them, or try to control everything
0.987
0.779
their boyfriend or girlfriend does?
Actual bystanding behaviors: Cronbach’s α = 0.856; Range = 0-21; Response
options: 0 times (=0), 1-2 times (=1), 3-5 times (=2), 6+ times (=3)
In the past 12 months, how often did YOU
1. Tell someone to stop talking down to, harassing, or
0.774
0.602
messing with someone else?
2. Speak up when you heard that someone who was
forced to have sex or hurt by a boyfriend/girlfriend
0.235
0.792
was to blame?
3. Talk to a friend who was being physically hurt by a
0.350
0.790
boyfriend/girlfriend?
4. As someone who looked very upset at a party
0.519
0.756
whether he or she was okay or needed help?
5. As a friend whether he or she needed to be walked
or driven home from a party if he or she looked
0.383
0.710
upset?
6. Speak up to someone who was bragging or making
0.228
0.716
excuses for forcing someone to have sex with them?
7. Got help for a friend because he or she had been
forced to have sex or was physically hurt by a
0.152
0.760
boyfriend/girlfriend?
Observed bystanding behaviors: Cronbach’s α = 0.813; Range = 0-21; Response
options: 0 times (=0), 1-2 times (=1), 3-5 times (=2), 6+ times (=3)
In the past 12 months, how many times did you see or hear of someone at your
high school
1. Tell someone to stop talking down to, harassing, or
0.910
0.539
messing with someone else?
2. Speak up when you heard that someone who was
forced to have sex or hurt by a boyfriend/girlfriend
0.244
0.737
was to blame?
3. Talk to a friend who was being physically hurt by a
0.379
0.740
boyfriend/girlfriend?
4. As someone who looked very upset at a party
0.599
0.671
whether he or she was okay or needed help?
Question
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5. As a friend whether he or she needed to be walked
or driven home from a party if he or she looked
0.447
0.650
upset?
6. Speak up to someone who was bragging or making
0.226
0.745
excuses for forcing someone to have sex with them?
7. Got help for a friend because he or she had been
forced to have sex or was physically hurt by a
0.149
0.719
boyfriend/girlfriend?
Engaging peers in violence prevention: Cronbach’s α = 0.77; Range = 0-15;
Response options: 0 times (=0), 1-2 times (=1), 3-5 times (=2), 6+ times (=3)
In the past 12 months
1. How many times has someone talked with you about
what you can do to stop dating violence or unwanted
0.451
0.627
sexual activity?
2. How many times have you and your friends ever
talked about activities you could do or join them in
0.171
0.763
activities that might help prevent dating violence or
unwanted sex in your school or your community?
3. How many times have you and your friends ever text
messaged, instant messaged, blogged, emailed each
other or used other technology to discuss activities or
0.139
0.747
things you could do to prevent dating violence or
unwanted sexual activity?
4. How many times have you talked with your friends
about what you can do to keep yourself or others
0.249
0.811
safe from dating violence or unwanted sexual
activity?
5. How many times have you talked with your friends
0.649
0.656
about being safe in dating relationships?
Frequency of interpersonal violence by type and directionality (victimization and
perpetration)
Stalking (Victimization): Cronbach’s α = 0.661; Range = 0-12; Response options:
0 times (=0), 1-2 times (=1), 3-5 times (=2), 6-9 times (=3), 10+ times (=4)
In the past 12 months, how many times were you afraid for your personal safety
because the following happened
1. You were followed, spied on, or monitored using
0.174
0.741
computer software, cameras, listening tools, or GPS.
2. Someone showed up at your home, school, or work
0.225
0.824
or waited for you when you did not want them to.
3. You received unwanted phone calls, gifts, emails,
text messages, or notes/pictures posted on social
0.545
0.751
networking sites for example, Facebook, MySpace,
or Twitter
(not part of scale) How did you know the person who did this? Please choose the
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factor
person you were most afraid of. Response options: I was never afraid for my
personal safety because of these things, Boyfriend or girlfriend, Ex-boyfriend or
ex-girlfriend, Friend, Someone I knew from school, Someone I knew but not from
school
Stalking (Perpetration): Cronbach’s α = 0.721; Range = 0-12; Response options:
0 times (=0), 1-2 times (=1), 3-5 times (=2), 6-9 times (=3), 10+ times (=4)
In the past 12 months, how many times have YOU done the following to
someone that you may have been interested in dating or hooking up with in the
past or now? Remember this survey is anonymous.
1. Followed, spied on, or observed someone using
0.102
0.806
computer software, cameras, listening tools, or GPS.
2. Showed up at someone’s home, school, or work or
0.118
0.778
waited for them.
3. Sent unwanted gifts, emails, text messages, phone
calls, notes, or pictures posted on social networking
0.121
0.818
sites for example, Facebook, MySpace or Twitter.
Dating Violence (Victimization): Cronbach’s α = 0.824; Range = 0-12; Response
options: 0 times (=0), 1-2 times (=1), 3-5 times (=2), 6-9 times (=3), 10+ times
(=4)
In the past 12 months, how many times has a current or previous boyfriend or
girlfriend
1. Tried to control you by always checking up on you,
telling you who your friends could be, or telling you
0.642
0.715
what you could do and when.
2. Damaged something that was important to you on
0.208
0.706
purpose?
3. Shout, yell, insult, or swear at you?
0.794
0.785
4. Threatened to hit, slap, or physically hurt you?
0.294
0.827
5. Hit, slap, or physically hurt you on purpose?
0.217
0.795
Dating Violence (Perpetration): Cronbach’s α = 0.800; Range = 0-12; Response
options: 0 times (=0), 1-2 times (=1), 3-5 times (=2), 6-9 times (=3), 10+ times
(=4)
During the past 12 months, how many times did YOU
1. Tried to a current or previous girlfriend or boyfriend
by always checking up on them, telling them who
0.248
0.672
their friends could be, or telling them what they could
do and when.
2. Damaged something on purpose that was important
0.085
0.719
to a boyfriend or girlfriend?
3. Shout, yell, insult, or swear at a current or previous
0.496
0.715
girlfriend or boyfriend?
4. Threatened to hurt a current or previous boyfriend or
0.114
0.801
girlfriend?
Question
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5. Hit, slap, or physically hurt a current or previous
0.129
0.801
boyfriend or girlfriend on purpose?
Sexual harassment (Victimization): Cronbach’s α = 0.673; Range = 0-12;
Response options: 0 times (=0), 1-2 times (=1), 3-5 times (=2), 6-9 times (=3),
10+ times (=4)
In the past 12 months, how many times did another high school student
1. Tell you sexual stories or jokes that made you
0.570
0.803
uneasy?
2. Make gestures, rude remarks, or use sexual body
0.467
0.832
language to embarrass or upset you?
3. Keep asking you out on a date or asking you to
0.630
0.695
hookup although you said “No?”
Sexual harassment (Perpetration): Cronbach’s α = 0.710; Range = 0-12;
Response options: 0 times (=0), 1-2 times (=1), 3-5 times (=2), 6-9 times (=3),
10+ times (=4)
In the past 12 months, how many times did YOU
1. Tell sexual stories or jokes that made another high
0.266
0.846
school student uneasy?
2. Make gestures, rude remarks, or use sexual body
language to embarrass or upset another high school
0.219
0.860
student?
3. Keep asking another high school student out on a
0.108
0.974
date or ask to hookup although they said “No?”
Sexual violence (Victimization): Cronbach’s α = 0.708; Range = 0-12; Response
options: 0 times (=0), 1-2 times (=1), 3-5 times (=2), 6-9 times (=3), 10+ times
(=4)
In the past 12 months, how many times have YOU
1. Had sexual activities although you did not really want
to because either they threatened to end your
friendship or romantic relationship if you didn’t or you
0.204
0.789
felt pressured by the other person’s constant
arguments or begging?
2. Had sexual activities when you did not want to
because the other person threatened to use or used
0.074
0.809
physical force (like twisting your arm, holding you
down) if you did not agree?
3. Had sexual activities when you did not want to
0.140
0.786
because you were drunk or on drugs?
Contraceptive interference (Victimization): Cronbach’s α = 0.736; Range = 0-12;
Response options: 0 times (=0), 1-2 times (=1), 3-5 times (=2), 6-9 times (=3),
10+ times (=4)
In the past 12 months, how many times has a current or previous
boyfriend/girlfriend
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1. Said to you “You want us to use birth control or
condoms so you can sleep around with other
0.120
0.700
people?”
2. Said to you “If we have a baby, you will never have to
worry about me leaving you. I will always be
0.517
0.596
around?”
3. Said to you “You would have a baby with me if you
0.180
0.728
really loved me?”
4. In the past 12 months, has a current or previous
boyfriend or girlfriend not allowed you to use birth
0.150
0.731
control or condoms when you wanted to?
5. In the past 12 months, has a current or previous
boyfriend or girlfriend forced you to have sex when
0.118
0.733
you were not using birth control or condoms?
Sexual violence (Perpetration): Cronbach’s α = 0.817; Range = 0-12; Response
options: 0 times (=0), 1-2 times (=1), 3-5 times (=2), 6-9 times (=3), 10+ times
(=4)
In the past 12 months, how many times have YOU
1. Had sexual activities with a high school student
because you either threatened to end your friendship
0.065
0.880
or romantic relationship if they didn’t or because you
pressured the other person by arguing or begging?
2. Had sexual activities with another high school
student by threatening to use or used physical force
0.050
0.886
(twisting their arm, holding them down, etc.)?
3. Had sexual activities with another high school
0.105
0.800
student because she or he was drunk or on drugs?
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CHAPTER 2 APPENDIX
Table A2.1. Reproductive Coercion Instrument for Clark et al. 201430. “Has a
husband, boyfriend, sexual partner, or someone you were dating ever:”
Pregnancy Coercion

Birth Control Sabotage

told you not to use any birth control
(like the pill, shot, ring, patch etc.)

taken off a condom while you were
having sex so that you would get
pregnant

said he would leave you if you did not
get pregnant

put holes in the condom so you would
get pregnant

told you he would have a baby with
someone else if you didn’t get
pregnant.

broken a condom on purpose while you
were having sex so you would get
pregnant

hurt you physically because you did not made you have sex without a condom
agree to get pregnant
so you would get pregnant
tried to physically force you to become
pregnant

taken off a condom after you agreed to
use one

tried to pressure you with words,
promises, or mean comments to
become pregnant

take your birth control (like pills) away
from you so you would get pregnant

Have you ever hidden birth control from
a husband, boyfriend, sexual partner,
kept you from going to the clinic to get
or someone you were dating because
birth control so you would get pregnant
you were afraid he would get upset
with you for using it?
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Table A2.2. Reproductive Coercion Instrument for Miller et al. 201140. “In the past
three months, has someone you were dating or going out with:”
Pregnancy Coercion

Birth Control Sabotage

told you not to use any birth control
(like the pill, shot, ring, etc)?

taken off the condom while you were
having sex so that you would get
pregnant?

said he would leave you if you didn’t
get pregnant?

put holes in the condom so you would
get pregnant?

told you he would have a baby with
someone else if you didn’t get
pregnant?

broken a condom on purpose while you
were having sex so you would get
pregnant?

hurt you physically because you didn’t
get agree to get pregnant?

taken your birth control (like pills) away
from you or kept you from going to the
clinic to get birth control so that you
would get pregnant?
made you have sex without a condom
so you would get pregnant?

Table A2.3. Reproductive Coercion Instrument for Miller et al. 201431. “In the past
3 months…”
Reproductive Coercion
force or pressure to become pregnant
told her not to use contraception
told her he would leave if she didn’t get pregnant
told her he would have a baby with someone else if she didn’t get pregnant
hurt her physically because she did not agree to get pregnant
took off the condom during sex so she would get pregnant
put holes in the condom so she would get pregnant
broke condom on purpose so she would get pregnant
took birth control away or prevented her from going to the clinic
made her have sex without a condom so she would get pregnant
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Table A2.4. Reproductive Coercion Instrument for Sutherland et al. 201537.
Pregnancy Coercion
Birth Control Sabotage
Made you have sex without a condom
Told you not to use any birth control
or other birth control method so you
(like the pill, shot ring, etc.
would get pregnant
Taken off the condom while you were
Tried to force or pressure you to
having sex so that you would get
become pregnant
pregnant
Taken birth control (like pills) away from
Told you he would have a baby with
you or kept you from going to the clinic
someone else if you did not get
to get birth control so you would get
pregnant
pregnant
Broken a condom on purpose while you
Said he would leave you if you did not
were having sex so you would get
get pregnant
pregnant
Hurt you physically because you did not Put holes in the condom so you would
agree to get pregnant
get pregnant
Refuse to pay for birth control because
wanted/desired pregnancy
Table A2.5. Condom negotiation instrument for Wingood & DiClemente 199734.
Consequences of Condom
Negotiation
“When you asked your primary
partner to use condoms…”

Perceived Consequences of
Condom Negotiation
“How often have you been scared to
talk to your primary partner about
using condoms…”

how often were you verbally abused?

because you thought your primary
partner might be physically abusive?

how often were you threatened with
physical abuse?

because you thought your primary
partner might be verbally abusive?

how often were you threatened with
abandonment?

because you thought your primary
partner might threaten to physically
abuse you?
because you thought your primary
partner might threaten to abandon
you?
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Table A2.6. Condom negotiation instrument for Silverman et al. 201141.
Coerced Condom Non-use

Reasons for not asking for condom
use and partner reactions to
condom use requests

Has a male sex partner ever made you
have sex without a condom even
though you wanted to use one?

He might have sex with other people.
He might leave you.
He might accuse you of cheating
He might physically hurt you.
He might make you have sex or do
something sexual you didn’t want to.
He might do something else sexually to
hurt you.
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Figure A3.1. Prevalence of Reproductive Coercion for each history of violence measure. (*adjusted for high school grade,
race, free/reduced meals, current relationship, and binge drinking)

Prevalence of RC in Kentucky high school students with the exclusion of
Said to you “If we have a baby, you will never have to worry about me leaving
you. I will always be around”? is similar to lifetime prevalence of RC in women of
reproductive age from the general population30,39,43 and substantially lower than
lifetime prevalence of RC in women of reproductive age with a history of IPV36,44.
It is higher than prevalence of RC in the past 3 months assessed among women
of reproductive age31,40 and is substantially higher than prevalence of RC among
college students37.
With the exclusion of Said to you “If we have a baby, you will never have to
worry about me leaving you. I will always be around”?, there was no difference in
the prevalence of RC in the past 12 months between those students in a current
relationship and those who are not in a current relationship but who have been in
a relationship in the past 12 months. (Table A3.1)
The differences observed are more pronounced than without the exclusion
of Said to you “If we have a baby, you will never have to worry about me leaving
you. I will always be around”? for other DV, violence victimization, and violence
perpetration in the past 12 months. For those who report other DV events in the
past 12 months, the prevalence of RC is approximately 5-fold higher as
compared to those who do not report other DV events in the past 12 months; for
those who report violence victimization in the past 12 months, the prevalence of
RC was approximately a 6-fold higher as compared to those who do not report
violence victimization in the past 12 months; and for those who report violence
perpetration in the past 12 months, the prevalence of RC was approximately 3fold higher as compared to those who do not report violence perpetration in the
past 12 months. A smaller difference was observed between those with and
without a family history of violence.
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Table A3.1. Prevalence of Reproductive Coercion in Full (excluding item Said to you “If we have a baby, you will never
have to worry about me leaving you. I will always be around”?) and Sensitivity Analyses. Prevalence and 95% CI are
presented as percents.
Full Analysis
Sensitivity Analysis
(4
item
RC)
(5 item RC)
Risk Factor
n
Prevalence
95% CI
n
Prevalence
95% CI
Demographics
High School Grade
Grade 9
2222
20.59 (18.96, 22.35) 2222
44.54 (41.69, 47.60)
Grade 10
2132
21.52 (19.05, 24.31) 2132
48.06 (45.26, 51.03)
Grade 11
1945
18.72 (17.04, 20.57) 1945
47.47 (45.06, 50.01)
Grade 12
1291
17.69 (15.46, 20.25) 1291
41.04 (37.95, 44.38)
Race
White race
6398
18.76 (17.62, 19.97) 6398
44.76 (43.14, 46.44)
Non-white race
1192
26.15 (23.89, 28.62) 1192
51.07 (47.05, 55.42)
Free/reduced meal
Yes
3423
24.64 (22.93, 26.49) 3423
52.28 (50.11, 54.54)
No
4134
15.79 (14.58, 17.10) 4134
39.98 (38.22, 41.81)
Current Relationship
Yes
4912
20.36 (19.19, 21.60) 4912
50.69 (49.20, 52.23)
No
2678
18.99 (17.43, 20.68) 2678
36.39 (34.14, 38.79)
Binge Drinking*
Yes
2214
31.45 (29.32, 33.73) 2214
59.50 (56.94, 62.17)
No
5355
15.13 (13.96, 16.41) 5355
40.11 (38.29, 42.02)
History of Violence
Teen Dating Violence
Report other DV events
3021
37.58 (35.69, 39.58) 3021
68.51 (66.96, 70.09)
Report no other DV events
4569
8.13
(7.41, 8.93) 4569
30.58 (28.69, 32.59)

Risk Factor
n
Violence Victimization
Report Violence Victimization events
Report no Violence Victimization
events
Violence Perpetration
Report Violence Perpetration events
Report no Violence Perpetration
events
Family History of Abuse
Report family history of abuse
Report no family history of abuse

Full Analysis
(4 item RC)
Prevalence
95% CI

n

Sensitivity Analysis
(5 item RC)
Prevalence
95% CI

4769

28.86

(27.38, 30.42)

4769

57.74 (56.07, 59.47)

2821

4.64

(3.91, 5.51)

2821

25.39 (23.20, 27.79)

2239

36.67

(34.82, 38.63)

2239

66.17 (64.11, 68.30)

5349

12.84

(11.94, 13.82)

5349

37.19 (35.29, 39.19)

2244
5333

30.34
15.46

(28.29, 32.54)
(14.68, 16.28)

2244
5333

58.60 (56.35, 60.94)
40.25 (38.52, 42.07)
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